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Doing Well by Doing Good

Our purpose is to help our clients, our communities,  
our country and our continent prosper.

Specialised Project Practice (SPPrac) provides niche consulting and expertise in 
the Project, Programme and Portfolio Management arena.  We are specialists 
in our field and provide our clients with best practice frameworks, toolsets 
and processes to enable the execution of their strategy through project and 
portfolio management. 

We are a recognised SAP PPM Special Expertise Partner who facilitate strategy 
enablement, bottom-line growth and efficiency through project, programme 
and portfolio management methods and have won a number of awards for this.

www.spprac.com



Welcome
We look forward  
to working with you.

With the ever increasing 
scarcity of resources, 
both capital and human, 
and the mounting 
pressure on business 
to continually improve 
delivery, companies have 
begun to turn to project 
portfolio management 
(PPM) to ensure the 
optimum allocation of 
resources to projects to 
maximise returns.

SPPrac comprises a team of 
experienced professionals who for years 
have been leading experts in their fields.

This allows us to serve our customers 
by focusing on the business processes, 
tools and techniques relating to project, 
programme and portfolio management 
(PPM).  We specifically help customers 
identify the key challenges they would 
like to address within their business by 
applying project portfolio management 
and determine the likely benefits they 
would achieve by the adoption of a PPM 
framework to suit the needs of their 
business.

You can find our Consultant Profiles 
in the back of this book for specific 
information on skills and technologies.

Vaughan Cooksey 
Managing Partner

SPPrac.
Specialised Project Practice



SPPrac focuses on the business processes, 
tools and techniques relating to project, 
programme and portfolio management (PPM).
We specifically help customers identify the key challenges they would like to address within their business by applying 
project portfolio management and determine the likely benefits they would achieve by the adoption of a PPM framework 
to suit the needs of their business.  The key services we offer include:

Project Portfolio 
Management Services 
and Consulting

Business Process Design

Project Management 
Consulting

Solution Architecture, 
Integration and 
Implementation

Change Consulting / 
Maturity Assessments

EPMO/PMO/PSO Design, 
Implementation and 
Optimisation

Company Profile

SAP invites companies to become consulting partners who have proven 
special expertise in particular sectors or SAP solutions. We are proud to 
have been awarded the status of Special Expertise Partner. In order to 
receive this status a partner’s project delivery track record, specialized 
consulting skills and reference sites are considered by SAP as an indication 
that the partner has the necessary experience and proven know-how to 
deliver a successful project.
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How many active projects are you managing?
Is each project aligned to strategy?
Are all of your projects on time?
Which ones are at risk of failing?
How many projects will make budget?

iPPM is the Solution!

Project Portfolio Management 
aligns projects with corporate 
strategy thereby enabling 
a company to prioritise 
their portfolio thus allowing 
the effective allocation of 
resources to projects and 
therefore improving delivery.
Project Portfolio Management is an 
important discipline, which has delivered 
positive impacts to organisations, 
providing senior management with 
reliable information to assist in the 
decision making process and enabling 
operational transparency thereby 
empowering management to respond 
effectively and efficiently to rapidly 
changing circumstances.

Integrated Project Portfolio 
Management (iPPM) is a suite of best 
practice PPM process, organisational 
change management and technical 
enhancements based on SAP Project 
Portfolio Management framework.  

iPPM provides customers with an 
award winning structured approach 

Our Signature Product

www.spprac.com

to understanding and adopting PPM 
within their environment using industry 
specific road maps and key technical 
enhancements.  iPPM will not only 
help diagnose and understand the 
challenges within your environment 
it will define a clear road map, 
underpinned by SAP PPM technology 
and our enhancements, to improve your 
organisations performance.

iPPM addresses the problems 
associated with multi project 
environments spanning across 
organisations and provides a holistic 
integrated solution taking into account 
three key dimensions of process 
design, change management and best 
practice technology.  iPPM provides a 
transaction platform based on the SAP 
PPM solution all the while being fully 
integrated with SAP ERP,  the end result 
is a fully transparent and integrated 
project portfolio management platform 
supported by aggregated dashboard 
views that can be used at an executive 
level to determine the appropriate 
projects and investment pattern to be 
followed by the company.

Manage Active 
Projects

Keep projects 
aligned to strategy

Aware of inevitable 
project delays

Visually analyze  
risk failure

Easy reporting of 
budget tracking



iPPM can be applied to multiple portfolios such as New Product Development & Innovation,  
Capital Project Portfolios and IT Portfolio Management to name but a few. 

iPPM enables organisations to:

Increase alignment between project 
planning and business strategy

Balance your portfolio based on 
risk, mission critical objectives, 
and investment type

Focus resources on projects with 
the greatest benefits

—————————

Gain clear financial visibility and 
control of capital projects

—————————

Improve resource utilisation by capturing, prioritising, and  
matching strategic projects to available supply of resources

—————————
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Streamline and enforce approvals for funding, resource, gate stage decisions, and ongoing monitoring

—————————

Increase visibility to identify project 
anomalies and risks, and make 
mid-course adjustments

—————————

Reduce project overlaps and 
yearly carryover

—————————

Develop common project methodologies across the enterprise

—————————

Awards
ITWeb  
Business Intelligence  
Excellence Award 
(2010)

Gold in SAP’s  
Quality Awards  
for the African  
Market Unit

Silver in SAP’s Quality Awards 
Award in the new business  
application category for Europe, 
the Middle East and Africa (EMEA)





Maximisation of 
value by selecting 
projects offering the 
greatest value and 
effectively allocating 
resources to these 
projects.

The Core 
Objectives of 
Project  
Portfolio 
Management

Achieving balance 
by ensuring the 
appropriate mix of 
projects is selected. 
For example, high 
and low risk projects 
as well as long term 
and short-term 
projects.

Strategic alignment 
ensuring that 
individual projects 
contribute to the 
overall business 
strategy.
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What is PPM?
Why do you need it?

Project Portfolio Management

In response to the changing 
environment, there has been greater 
adoption of project management as 
means to deliver both products and 
change within organisations.  Due 
to their ever-increasing numbers of 
projects, organisations are faced with 
an environment that is becoming more 
complex, yet interdependent, requiring 

Globally resources are becoming 
scarcer, external environments are 
far more volatile and the rate of 
change is increasing.  The impact is 
that organisations have to achieve 
“more with less” and have a greater 
ability to be ‘agile’ in order to 
respond effectively and efficiently  
to the challenges they face.

Organizations like yours benefit from the 
practice of Project Portfolio Managment.

a consolidated view of projects and 
investments.  This has also led to a 
number of key requirements namely,  
but not exclusively:

1. To effectively identify and evaluate 
the best projects in terms of 
investment for selection. 

2. Prioritise and manage the projects 
selected. 

3. To track and review the actual 
benefits derived from the investment 
in the projects.

Project portfolio management is generally defined as:

“a dynamic decision-making process, whereby a business’ list 
of active initiatives is constantly updated and revised. In this 
process, new projects are evaluated, selected, and prioritized; 
existing projects may be accelerated, or de-prioritized; and 
resources can be allocated and/or reallocated to the active 
projects.   In a full-scale PPM process, all of the projects in the 
portfolio are evaluated in concert with each other and in the 
light of the corporate vision and mission.”

Project portfolio management has a broader context than 
traditional project management since it emphasises a 
collective response to organisational needs during the planning 
and execution of these projects.  Naturally, in an informed 
PPM environment, projects are added to the portfolio, and 
subtracted from it, based on their overall contributions to the 

corporate vision and strategic needs. Unlike traditional project 
management, which focuses only on managing a standalone 
project bounded by a budget, schedule, and scope, PPM is 
regarded as a critical discipline for organisational success 
especially in multi-project environments.



Vision

Mission

Corporate Strategy
& Objectives

High-level operations
& planning

management

Management of on-going
operations

Organisational Resources

Management of authorised
projects & programmes

Project Portfolio
planning &

management
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Organisational  
Context and Governance

Generally, corporate planning allocates 
resources between the organisations 
divisions in a manner that is aligned with 
strategic objectives.  These resources 
are then expended by divisions using 
standard product processes aligned with 
the divisional strategy, all of which has 
an impact on the project portfolio.  

that strategy really begins when you 
start spending money essentially 
“the mission, vision and strategy of a 
business is made operational through 
the decisions that the business make on 
where to spend money”.  Moreover, with 
organisations becoming more reliant on 
project and programme management 
to achieve their strategic objectives, the 
link is clear between PPM and corporate 
strategy.

In order to achieve its objectives 
PPM goes beyond the traditional 
boundaries of project management 
and begins to integrate with other 
key components of an organisation 
such as corporate planning, finance 
and human resourcing.  A clear link 
is established with corporate strategy 
and the operational management of 
an organisation.  The key premise 
of the link with corporate planning is 

Four key business decision 
processes are interlinked in  
the PPM process namely:

1. Corporate planning

2. Business unit level strategy

3. New product process

4. The portfolio review

 

Project Portfolio Management

PPM is an enterprise-wide process and 
links into organisational governance.  
Governance is an essential part of 
aligning and organising work to ensure 
that it is executed in a coherent way.  
PPM requires a portfolio review, which 
should be integrated with standard 
corporate governance. A portfolio review 

assesses all active and new projects 
and compares them against each 
other to “ensure that the projects in the 
portfolio meet the three goals of PPM: 
maximum value, balance and strategic 
alignment”. 



What does  
PPM consist of?

Financial Analysis

As one of the primary objectives of 
PPM is to maximise value it is important 
to choose a valuation methodology 
for projects.  A number of standard 
investment appraisal techniques 
can be applied to projects ranging 
from discounted cash flow, return on 
investment, payback, cost/benefit 
analysis, economic value added and 
net present value.  However, it should 
be borne in mind that not all projects 
have a positive case flow or return but 
still need to be undertaken just to stay 
in business, for example replacing 
an existing asset that has become 
obsolete.  This leads to an important 
aspect of financials analysis through 
categorising projects into ‘buckets’ with 
similar business cases so as to enable 
fair comparison between projects by the 
use of common measures.

A centralized view of the  
project portfolio

The portfolio inventory (list of all 
projects) is one of the key phases of 
the portfolio management process.  The 
centralised view or inventory is essential 
for the analysis and management of the 
portfolio as it provides an aggregated 
dashboard view that can be used 
at an executive level to determine 
the appropriate investment pattern 
to be followed by the organisation.  
The increased visibility enables all 
the collated data on projects to be 
used in the analysis of the portfolio 
and provides the basis for other key 
elements of PPM such as prioritisation, 
alignment and selection.  All essential 
data on projects should be collected 
and easily accessible to allow for 
prompt assessment of the portfolio and 
decision-making.

Alignment, Selection  
& Prioritisation

Strategic alignment, ensuring that 
individual projects contribute to the 
overall business strategy, is one of 
the main objectives of PPM.  It is 
important that the strategic direction 
of the organisation should have been 
set before trying to select individual 
projects; this enables strategic 
objectives to be defined whereby 
projects can be aligned to the set 
objectives.  Ensuring the strategy of 
the portfolio is always aligned with 
corporate and business strategy is a 
key activity of PPM and requires clear 
strategic direction from the organisation.  
A typical high-level alignment process 
consists of four steps; colleting project 
information, analysing the information, 
arbitrating and communicating agreed 
priorities.  ...continued

Project Portfolio Management
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Alignment, 
selection & 

prioritisation

Specialised 
software

Financial 
Analysis

Constraints

Risk
Analysis

Interdependencies

 

A Centralised  
view of the project 

portfolio

Dynamic 
re-assessment  
of the portfolio
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Project Portfolio Management

Alignment, Selection  
& Prioritisation (continued)

A common technique is to create 
‘buckets’ to represent investment 
themes that are related to specific 
corporate objectives thereby managing 
the delivery of corporate strategy by 
the amount of resources allocated to 
each bucket.  For example a ‘stay in 
business’ bucket or and ‘expansion and 
growth’ bucket.  A major strength of this 
approach is that it clearly links spending 
with corporate strategy.  Spending can 
then be managed across the buckets 
to the desired levels at which point the 
project portfolio mirrors the corporate 
strategy.

The selection phase of the portfolio 
process involves comparing projects 
on a number of selection criteria in 
order to select the most desirable 
projects.  A number of techniques 
can be used to assist in the decision 
making process (scoring models, 
comparative approaches, portfolio 
matrices) but these should focus on 
decision support and not decision 
making. Decision makers should 
be provided with an interactive 
mechanism for controlling and 
overriding portfolio selections thereby 
enabling them to adjust the portfolio.  

In line with the second objective 
of PPM, achieving balance, when 
selecting projects for the portfolio 
it is important to try to maintain 
an optimal mix of projects.  The 
balance of the portfolio could be 
along the lines of risk versus return, 
maintenance versus growth and 
short term versus long-term projects.  

Once projects have been selected 
for the portfolio it is important 
to rank or prioritise the projects 
in order to enable the effective 
allocation of resources between 
competing projects.  It is important 
that the information on the final 
selected and prioritised projects is 
easily accessible as most portfolio 
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Feasibility Planning Delivery Deploy

Executive
Management

Executive
Management

Executive
Management

Investment
Request

Stage Gated Process

Benefits

Realisation

(R’s)

Feasibility Study
- Key Deliverables
- Scope
- Cost estimates
- ROI Estimates (NPV)

Business Case
- Resource 
  requirements
- Detailed ROI
- Impact on existing
  investments

Status Updates
- Schedule forecasts
- (Detailed) planning (optional)
- Benefit forecast?
- Cost actuals/forecast
- Issues & risks
- Resource forecast/actuals
- Timesheets & approvals
- Updating plans

Status Review Reporting
- By exception
- RAG
- Score cards

approvals are made by a selection 
of decision makers from different 
functions of the organisation.  Decision 
makers should not be overloaded with 
unneeded data but be able to access 
the data when required, and be provided 
with feedback on the consequences of 
decisions made.

It is also important to integrate the 
project execution lifecycle and project 

gate decisions with portfolio decisions 
thereby enabling the integration of the 
stage-gate process with the portfolio 
selection process.  The stage-gate 
process involves the use of stages, 
which is defined by a specific type of 
related activities, and gates are the point 
at which the results of the stages are 
evaluated before permission is granted 
to progress to the next stage.

Collect

AnalyzeCommunicate

• Updated status of 
  current portfolio
• Completed activities
• Outstanding risks and
  issues

• New investment 
  initiatives
• Available budget and
  resources capacity

• Selection and prioritization 
  of investments
• Budget capacity adjustments
• Balance portfolio blend

• Alignment of portfolio 
  with strategic objectives
• New decisions to
  maximize performance
• Baseline to measure against

• Investment maps and 
  consolidated views
• Schedule, cost, value & risk
• Budget capacity utilization
• Deviation from objectives 
  and impact analysis

• Inform stakeholders
• Updated strategies 
  and decisions
• Reporting
• Collaborative documentation

Arbitrate
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Project Portfolio Management

Risk Analysis

A Project Portfolio should not be 
selected considering only the individual 
characteristics of the investment, but 
it should be built based on the overall 
risk and reward of a portfolio.  One 
of the main objectives of portfolio 
management is to achieve balance 
of risk versus reward.  The bubble 
diagram, which maps risk versus 
reward, tends to be one of the most 
popular tools used in managing the 
overall risk profile of a portfolio.

Analysing the risk profile of the portfolio 
enables companies to generate a 
higher return for a given level of risk 
by assessing projects in relation 
to each other and their respective 
risk.  For example, in a non-portfolio 
environment, projects are often 
assessed individually based on their 
business case and risk; managers 
would therefore most likely select 
projects that give a reasonable return 
with acceptable risk.  However, should 
a high-risk project with a high return be 
assessed, on an individual basis, it is 
likely that the organisation would not 
pursue the project.

By assessing all projects together PPM 
enables the organisation to balance the 

Interdependencies

The creation and delivery of products 
is often implemented via multiple 
projects, and this is characterised by 
multiple interdependencies between 
projects, resources and activities.  It 
is has been estimated that up to 90%, 
by value, of all projects are executed 
in such ‘multi-project’ environments.  
A major problem with such an 
environment is that projects have an 
independent existence with separate 
goals and problems and yet they and 
other projects are interdependent on 
resources.

Size of order = Project Cost      Colour = Project Health            On target          At risk          In trouble

risk of high return projects with medium 
to low risk projects thereby creating 
a portfolio mix of projects which 
generates the highest return for the 
given level of risk.  Without undertaking 
portfolio risk analysis, organisations 
with a risk averse appetite may be 
tempted to continually select ‘low 
hanging fruit’ i.e. projects that could be 
done quickly, easily and cheaply. This 
approach could be very short sighted 
and pose a great risk to the long-term 
sustainability of the organisation.  

It is key for organisations to manage 
high risk projects that have a possible 
high return in the context of all projects 
as this enables the development of 
‘Pearls’, projects that have a high 
probability of success and a high 
commercial value.  Without attempting 
high risk high return projects it is not 
likely that organisations would develop 
many ‘pearl’ projects.  High-risk 
high-return projects are essential 
to developing and maintaining 
competitive advantage in the market.

Interdependencies generally occur 
in three types:

Technical interdependencies

Resources interdependencies

Benefit interdependencies.  

Consideration of such 
interdependencies when selecting 
projects can provide cost savings 
and greater benefit to organisations.  
An advantage of PPM is to reduce 
inter-programme competition of scarce 
resources and turn overlaps into 
productive interdependencies.
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Project Portfolio Management

Constraints

Project Management has long 
focused on the management of the 
triple constraints of time, cost and 
quality.  However, as PPM focuses 
on delivering value to the enterprise 
the constraints it seeks to manage 
are at an organisational level and 
not just within the context of single 
projects.  The usual constraints faced 
are financial, human resources and 
facilities or equipment.  PPM seeks 
to manage these constraints by the 
alignment, selection and prioritisation 
processes.  Project portfolio selection 
has been defined as the periodic 
activity involved in selecting a portfolio 
of projects, that meets an organisations 

Dynamic Re-assessment  
of the portfolio

PPM is a dynamic decision process 
and therefore a key element of the 
process is the re-assessment of 
the portfolio.  The most common 
mechanism for re-assessment of the 
portfolio implemented is a review 
approach.  Various types of PPM 
reviews that should occur in a portfolio 
have been identified:  

The first is that of the individual project.  
The project stage gate review goes 
beyond the typical status of progress, 
risk and issues but links into the stage 
gate lifecycle.  A project undergoes 
a detailed review of the deliverables 
required to progress past a defined 
stage gate and ensure the project’s 
business case remains aligned with 
strategy and value deliver.

The second type of review is that 
of project portfolio selection.  It is 
recommended that this review occurs 
monthly and is a review of all proposed 
projects and the selection of projects 
for the portfolio.  During this review in 
progress projects are reviewed with 
additional new proposed projects 
and may be considered for delay, 
termination, or replacement by projects 
that better support the business goals.

stated objectives without exceeding 
available resources or violating other 
constraints.  A key objective of PPM is 
to maximise value by selecting those 
projects, which will deliver the greatest 
value, and then allocating the limited 
resources to those projects.  This 
ensures the effective allocation of 
limited resources.  

It should be noted that errors in trying 
to do too many projects for the limited 
resources available resulted in longer 
cycle times, poor quality of execution 
and underperforming products.  
However, if through the PPM process, 
constraints are taken into consideration 

The third type of review is called the 
portfolio review. Although similar 
to the PPM selection review it is 
suggested that portfolio review is held 
annually, biannually or quarterly and 
the focus is at the strategic direction 
and management of the portfolio.  
The review encompasses all projects 
to check that the projects within the 
portfolio meet the three objectives 
of PPM: maximisation of value, 
achieving balance, and strategic 
alignment.  The review should take 
into consideration a number of strategic 
issues such as:

Impacts of the latest business 
forecasts, portfolio resource 
utilisation, balance points and 
capacity constraints on portfolio 
performance

Changes to the organisation’s 
strategic vision, goals and direction

Governance standards

and only the most appropriate projects 
are selected the evidence is that 
productivity improves.  Typically, there 
is only one constraint at a time that 
causes a bottleneck in throughput in a 
system and by considering constraints, 
it is possible to improve the throughput 
of a system by reducing load.  There is 
even significant evidence that reducing 
the number of projects improves profits, 
“the message is very clear: limiting 
the amount of work in the pipeline so 
that the projects can be completed as 
quickly as possible results in increased 
profits or savings and more satisfied 
clients, and leads to executing more 
projects without increasing resources”.

The portfolio review enables senior 
executives to ensure that the portfolio 
remains on course to deliver enterprise 
value aligned with their strategy.  Key 
portfolio metrics are used via a portfolio 
dashboard to review the portfolio, these 
may include spending across strategic 
‘buckets’, risk versus reward bubble 
charts, budgets versus actual costs and 
project rankings.

The final and fourth type of review is 
ad hoc reviews.  As corporate strategy 
is so fundamental to creating a project 
portfolio any major change in strategy 
should trigger an ad hoc review to 
ensure that the portfolio remains 
aligned with the organisations direction, 
this may include a review of the 
selection criteria and priorities.

The various types of PPM reviews 
enable the dynamic re-assessment of 
the portfolio and although the reviews 
may have separate focuses they need 
to be integrate in order to ensure 
overall portfolio performance.



Project Portfolio Management

Specialised Software

The need for PPM software is a 
controversial issue in literature with 
some authors proposing that there is 
no need at all and others suggesting 
that without it the task of updating and 
collating all the information required for 
the decision making process would be 
impossible.

There has however been a marked 
increase in the number of software 
vendors supplying PPM solutions to 
the market.  Forrester and Gartner offer 
detailed reviews and reports on PPM 
software packages.

The reviews take multiple aspects of 
what a PPM software platform should 
provide into account and propose a 
relative rating between each product.   
Those that support the use of software 
for PPM suggest it enables decisions to 
be made on rational data and articulated 
logic.  Add into the debate the ability to 
integrate with an organisation’s existing 
‘enterprise resourcing platform’ and the 
fact that the basic project attributes of 
cost, cash flow, resource capacity and 
milestones are in the system, you then 
have the ability to aggregate and roll 
up data across portfolios.  Having this 
data available in a standardised, visible 
and consistent format adds tremendous 
value to the entire organisation and 
PPM process.
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What can PPM
do for your organisation?

The impact of  
Project Portfolio Management on organisations

•	Centralised, standardised and holistic view of all initiatives in portfolio
•	Aligns projects with organisation’s objectives
•	Selection and prioritisation of the right projects
•	Financial analysis of the portfolio to ensure investments are justifiable
•	Maximising value of investment
•	Minimise risk 
•	 Identification of interdependencies
•	Effective allocation and use of limited resources
•	The continual evaluation of project performance via stage gates and software
•	Reducing the number of redundant and overlapping projects

These specific benefits can be further defined into tangible and intangible benefits:

Business cases and project proposals 
share a common format throughout 
the business.

•	Effort spent on regenerating data will 
reduce

•	Effort spent on reconciling the 
business case with the project will 
reduce

Project investments can be 
re-evaluated in the light of  
changing & new business priorities

Snapshots can be taken at regular 
intervals to review the changes  
to the overall benefit

The balance between projects  
will be visible

Ensure that resources are not 
allocated to the wrong projects

Reports will not have to be manually 
consolidated.  They will have a 
consistent format and use a common 
set of attributes.

Project templates can be established 
based on lessons learnt

Business Cases and 
Project Proposals

Linking project 
investments & priorities

Report  
Consolidation

Project Templates

The Benefits of using PPM

Tangible Benefits
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Enhanced quality of project 
management decision making 
and decision support to business 
management

Increased resource availability

Optimised use of the corporate 
information asset

Common change procedures can  
be established

Budget changes and issues can  
be controlled

•	Effort spent understanding  
variances will reduce

•	Effort spent on unapproved  
changes will reduce

Projects need not maintain their own 
spreadsheets or databases

Data can be imported from  
external systems

Assumptions, formulae and status  
will be consistent

•	Effort spent reconciling data  
will reduce

•	Effort spent discussing 
discrepancies will reduce

•	Effort spent looking for  
current data will reduce

Common processes will be 
established

Common procedures and work 
instructions will be established

PPM enables a formal lifecycle 
management process on projects

Recognised governance process 
enables start & shut down of project 
to be applied with greater efficiency

•	Effort	spent	on	non-beneficial	work	
will reduce

Formal checkpoints ensure that 
projects are fit to proceed to the next 
stage increasing project quality and to 
take corrective action before it is too 
late.

•	Effort spent on failed project will 
reduce

Enables management to determine 
which projects should be terminated

•	Effort spent on ill-planned work will 
reduce

Increased availability and accessibility 
of project data by means of an PPfM 
information system

Enable effective evaluation of 
investments in projects

Common method for collecting & 
collating data

Common reports eliminate different 
versions of the truth

Different business areas will not need 
their own distinct training programmes 
as all personnel can be trained in 
a consistent ‘top down’ training 
process which underpins PPM, 
Program Management and Project 
Management

Staff transferring between 
departments or projects will not need 
to be re-trained

Skilled Program management and 
project management practitioners can 
be share across the business

Reinforce cultural transformation 

Proactive financial management

Budgets and baselines

Data Verification

Procedures & Processes

Lifecycle Management

Grow profitability and 
reduce costs 

Effective data 
management

Common Data

Training

Intangible Benefits
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The impact of  
Project Portfolio Management on organisations

Intangible Benefits

Increased cash returns

Better compatibility and standardisa-
tion of processes

Reduction of operational risks by 
means of efficient control designs

Increase relevancy of reports

Focus on delivery of process outputs 
opposed to non-value adding activities

Organisational support more 
cost-effective process execution

Providing of an integrated platform 
and applications that will substantially 
enhance the integrity of CAPEX 
project information

Grow profitability and 
reduce costs 

Cost effective  
business model

•	projects not linked to strategic objectives and 
conflicting project objectives

•	 too many active projects
•	projects that do not add value – business benefits
•	unbalanced portfolio of projects
•	 lack of coordination and cross-functional 

working between projects
•	 late delivery of projects
•	resource constraints
•	 lack of commitment from business leaders

By implementing project portfolio management organisations have been able 
to ensure that the most effective initiatives are selected, aligned with corporate 
objectives, monitoring the progress of the initiatives thereby tracking progress 
towards the organisations strategic vision in detail and enable senior manager to 
adjust investment plans according to the progress achieved.

From first-hand experience, the following significant benefits have been realised 
within PPM environments:

Significant shifts 
in planned spend 
patterns aligned 
with strategy.

Shifts in project 
scheduling 
resulting in a more 
achievable project 
portfolio.

Tremendous 
savings due to 
increased visibility 
of project spend.

Increase in 
governance by 
keeping an audit 
trail of project 
snapshots.

Expediting of 
capitalisation 
process on the 
closure of projects.

Defined stage – 
Organisations have a central 
projects database and have 
defined and documented 
the key components of the 
enterprise portfolio and have 
high-level estimates of the 
costs and benefits of each 
element.

Managed stage – 
Organisations have periodic 
portfolio reviews with 

Therefore, PPM has two forms of impact 
on the organisation: 

1. The benefits PPM brings

2. Reduction in project related problems

It is however important to acknowledge that 
different organisations can have differing levels of 
maturity regarding the implementation of PPM.

A typical maturity model consists of several 
stages of maturity:

quantified investment feedback.  New 
initiatives are screened, categorised and 
prioritised.

Optimised – Organisations use 
advanced valuation methods, benefits 
measurement techniques and have an 
overall understanding of risk and return 
with their portfolio balanced accordingly.

Benefits can be realised at all the 
various levels of PPM adoption, but the 
degree of benefit received is greatest at 
the optimised stage of adoption.

PPM helps reduce the  
typical project problems including:
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Implementation Approach

Pre-conditions to the successful 
adoption of PPM

There are three main preconditions.  
Firstly, organisational strategy should 
be clear and communicated across the 
company.   Secondly, business leader’s 
involvement, who take a portfolio view 
instead of a silo view of the organisation 
enabling the PPM process to function 
effectively.    Thirdly, team skills, 
i.e. having a team with the relevant 
finance and strategy skills is important, 
especially as the PPM process spans 
across functional areas and seeks to 
align projects, as investments, with 
strategy.

Organisational Change Focus

It is important to note that implementing 
project portfolio management is an 
organisational change programme 
and not a technology implementation.  
This requires a holistic implementation 
approach from a programme 
perspective focusing on three key 
aspects: People, Processes & 
Technology.  The people, process and 
technology focus should be anchored 
to the company vision and values 
without which the implementation may 
not be sustainable in the long term.

Implementation Standards

The implementation and adoption should follow a 
standard programme management methodology 
creating a clear vision with structured objectives 
resulting in a clearly defined set of project tranches 
to deliver the require business changes.  The 
projects within the programme should follow a 
suitable technology implementation methodology 
were applicable i.e. SAP ASAP.  As implementing 
PPM can be a complex and long-term process, 
dependant on the scale and maturity of the 
organisation, the implementation should be divided 
into phases (Business Change Phases).

Implementing and 
adopting project 
portfolio management 
within an organisation 
is a key business change 
and a number of factors 
contribute to a successful 
implementation and 
adoption of PPM.  This 
includes, not exclusively, 
the following factors:

The discovery phase serves to 
understand and frame the change within 
the organisation at a high-level ensuring 
alignment with organisational objectives.  
The outcome of this phase is an 
understanding of the proposed benefits 
of the change and the subsequent 
Business Case.

The implementation phase 
encompasses the full development and 
implementation of the defined process, 
technology and people changes 
required to support Project Portfolio 
Management.

The embedding phase focuses on 
ensuring the long term sustainability of 
Project Portfolio Management within 
the organisation and on developing 
continuous business improvement 
processes.

People Process

Technology

Vision

Values

Discovery Phase Implementation Phase Embedding Phase
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Implementation Approach

It is highly recommended that the 
first phase of the implementation is to 
develop the overall portfolio model in 
conjunction with all key parties while 
at the same time piloting the model 
within one section of the organisation.  
This enables the overall “portfolio 
architecture” to be clearly defined 
ensuring that information within the 
organisation is aligned and creates 
the desired aggregated portfolio view 
of projects.   The pilot then forms the 
main working template to be rolled out 
within each section of the organisation.  
The initial focus of the implementation 
should be to address a number of 
operational requirements first before 
implementing strategic functionality.

Key Challenges

Key Enablers

Agreeing criteria for identifying programmes and projects within the organization and 
distinguishing them from `business as usual` and/or operational services

Resistance from programme and project teams to adopt a common approach to 
reporting progress and business case construction

Unwillingness of business managers to see their “pet” projects shifted in priority

Making and then actioning difficult decisions affecting the portfolio as a whole when 
resources are in short supply and timescales are tight

Difficulty in allocating skilled resources due to structural, geographical and HR issues.

Common framework used by all programmes / projects.

Standardized reporting.

Initiating programmes / projects properly.

Programmes / projects with clear links to corporate objectives.

Dependencies between programmes / projects identified.

Realistic assessment of aggregate risk.

Prioritization based on contribution to corporate targets and objectives

Regular Management Board oversight and challenge.

Re-assessment of risk.

Assessing progress against key milestones and agreed criteria.

Active re-prioritisation based on changes in business context.

Re-allocation of resources to priority work.

Following up on agreed actions to check impact. 



Implementation Costing

The cost of implementing a PPM solution  
is dependent on a number of variables

Organisation maturity

The maturity of the organisation with 
regarding to project management, 
cost control, forecasting, capital 
management and the effective use of 
the current ERP and project systems 
will directly affect the overall cost of 
implementation.

PPM Adoption level targeted

PPM is a collection of tools, processes, 
techniques and systems.  Determining 
the desired/required level of adoption to 
meet the business objectives is critical 
to designing the correct implementation 
approach. 

Size, complexity & timeline.

The size, complexity and timeline of the 
implementation will directly affect the 
total cost of implementation.  It will be 
critically important to ensure the portfolio 
architecture supports the size of the 
organisation and the specific industry 
complexity relating to the projects being 
implemented.  This is however offset 
by the scale of the benefits.  Typically 
the larger the organisation the more 
distributed communications channels 
will be thereby increasing the problem 
of aligning projects with strategy and 
therefore PPM is likely to have a more 
significant benefit for the organisation.

Given the variables that influence the 
cost of implementing Project Portfolio 
Management It is highly recommended 
that in order to gain an accurate 
estimate of the total implementation cost 
a discovery phase is undertaken.  The 
discovery phase serves to understand 
and frame the change within the 
organisation at a high-level, ensuring 
alignment with organisational objectives.  
The outcome of this phase is an 
understanding of the proposed benefits 
of the change and the subsequent 
Business Case.

During the discovery phase a number 
of key activities are undertaken, 
these include the following elements: Change 

Management 
Landscape 

Maturity/
Readiness 

Assessment

Leadership 
Alignment

Executive  
Overview

People



Implementation Costing

During the discovery phase a number of  
key activities are undertaken, including:

Leadership Alignment

Experience has shown that 
the highest risk factor in 
implementing a PPM change 
is the human risk; there is a 
significant chance of failure 
if people do not buy in and 
support it.  The objective of 
the Leadership Alignment 
exercise should be to 
conduct individual interviews 
with key stakeholders to 
firstly identify whether they 
are aligned and committed 
to the outcomes of the 
change. Secondly, to identify 
leadership expectations 
and asses the leaders’ 
perceptions of their own 
roles in support of the 
change.  Thirdly, to gain 
a better understanding of 
significant issues.

Executive Overview - 
agree key PPM concepts 
and objectives

In order to enable a 
common understanding 
and build a shared mental 
model of Project Portfolio 
Management a number of 
executive overview sessions 
should be conducted.  These 
sessions should focus on 
a high-level generic PPM 
process highlighting the 
key concepts, principles, 
objectives and benefits that 
need to be understood and 
internalised before compiling 
a Business Case.

Maturity/Readiness 
Assessment

Running in conjunction with 
the Leadership Alignment 
Survey a Maturity/Readiness 
Assessment should be 
conducted across the 
project, programme and 
portfolio management 
disciplines within the 
organisation. A key input 
into developing an overall 
roadmap, the assessment 
determine the capability of 
the organisations current 
processes, map out logical 
paths to improve processes, 
set priorities for short-term 
and long-term process 
improvement actions and 
assess the role of project 
support structures.  During 
the implementation phase 
the assessment should 
be used to track progress 
against the programme 
implementation plan.

Change Management 
Landscape

In order to develop the 
value proposition that PPM 
poses, an understanding of 
the change management 
landscape needs to be 
established.  This should 
cover reviewing, at a 
high-level, the company 
vision, strategy and values.  
Combined with the maturity 
assessment, key behaviour 
and organisational changes 
should be identified and 
provide valuable input into 
the overall implementation 
roadmap.

The key products to be delivered from the 
discovery phase would be:

Business case with clear problem statement 
and benefits proposal

Conceptual portfolio process framework.

High-level implementation strategy and plan.

High-level implementation cost estimate.
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Implementation Costing

Business Case with clear 
problem statement and 
benefits proposal

Conceptual portfolio 
framework

High-level 
implementation strategy 
and roadmap

Key Deliverables

The purpose of the Business Case is to define the business benefit to be achieved 
against resources and capital investment required.  The Business Case will cover the 
following information and will be produced in Microsoft Word format:

The conceptual portfolio framework is used in the discovery phase to outline possible 
courses of action from a process design perspective and to present the preferred 
approach to implementing Project Portfolio Management at the client.  The framework 
will cover the following information and will be produced in Microsoft PowerPoint:

The implementation strategy and roadmap will define the recommended approach 
to implementing Project Portfolio Management within in the company; and highlight 
key milestones and deliverables for the implementation to be successful. The 
implementation strategy will cover the following information and will be produced in 
Microsoft Word format:

Executive Summary

Strategic Alignment

Current Position

Future Position

High-level organisational portfolio and governance structure

High-level portfolio planning process

High-level portfolio execution process

High-level portfolio support structures

Implementation Strategy

Change Management

Maturity/Readiness Assessment

Implementation Phase

Programme Management

Process Management

Change Management

Technology

Embedding Phase

Embedding plan

Maturity benchmark

Continues business process 
improvement roadmap

Key Risks

Financial Justification

Expected Benefits

Implementation Timeline

Road Map

Define Key Deliverables

Benefit Realisation Plan
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PPM Summary

PPM is a decision support tool.
It is important to note that the PPM process does not 
automatically select the right projects to implement but is 
a decision support tool.  The process provides important 

information for organisations to more easily identify the right 
projects to select for implementation aligned with strategy in 
order to maximise value and thereby minimise risk.

The effectiveness of PPM hinges on 
Corporate Strategy and Leadership.
The PPM process is dependent on a clearly defined corporate 
strategy and the process by itself does not guarantee the vision 
will be achieved.  Instead, the process gives senior leadership 
an effective means to direct the spending of the organisation 

aligned with their strategy – and although it has subjective 
elements in it, the PPM process has proven a better method 
than previous processes for selecting projects.

PPM is a collaborative effort; 
Corporate Values will support alignment.
PPM is a cross-functional process integrating strategy, 
accounting, project execution and operational management.  
PPM is a collaborative process and facilitates debate in a 
structured manner by providing visibility to project information.  

Debate and conflict cannot be avoided; these conversations 
are best supported by a common set of corporate values to 
ensure alignment between individual executives with varying 
objectives and points of view. 

Reliable information & operational transparency 
enable best response to challenges.
Project Portfolio Management is an important discipline; 
especially in an ever-changing global environment where 
resources are becoming scarcer each day and the demand for 
increased profits continue to climb each year.  PPM has had 

and will continue to have a positive impact on organisations 
by providing senior management with reliable information and 
enabling operational transparency, allowing organisations to 
respond effectively and efficiently to the challenges they face.
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What technology is behind PPM?

The Technology of
Project Portfolio Management

Portfolio Planning and monitoring 
(organisational management P3M3®) 
entails aligning the overall portfolio, its 
investments programmes and projects 
with the organisational strategy.  It 
ensures that organisational strategy is 
translated into investment programmes 
and delivery programmes and projects 
are clearly linked to the strategic 
objectives of the organisation.  Key 
functions within the solution that enable 
portfolio planning  and monitoring 
include the portfolio structure, 
investment buckets, alternative 
hierarchies, programme (initiatives) 
structures, project structures (items), 
scoring models, questionnaires, ranking 
scoreboards and portfolio reviews.

Governance and monitoring 
(management control P3M3®) 
ensures that sufficient controls are 
applied and adhered to throughout the 
lifecycle of the portfolios, programmes 
(initiatives) and projects (items).  Key 
functions within the solution that enable 
Governance and monitoring include 
customizable portfolio, programme 
and project lifecycles with defined 
gates, checklist items, approvals and 
supporting workflow.  Full audit trails 
of stages gates and project status are 
possible while monitoring the portfolio 
includes portfolio, programme and 
project management reports across 
all process groups.  Reporting is 
customizable and has the capability for 

The key functional offering from the SAP solution has been summarised below as follows:

drill down and dashboard displays to 
enable early detection of challenges. 

Financial Management ensures that 
the costs of portfolios, programmes and 
projects are captured and evaluated 
with formal business cases and costing 
categorised (FEL) and managed over 
the investment cycle. Key functions 
within the solution that enable financial 
management include financial spend 
planning, budget management, cost 
plan breakdowns, cost estimating, 
funds identification, financial approvals, 
baselines, reporting and integration with 
SAP ERP.

Resource Management ensures that 
all the resources required for delivery 

SAP Portfolio and Project Management is a comprehensive 
solution combining strategic and operational portfolio 
management with programme and project management 
capabilities and prebuilt integration to the SAP ERP.  
The solution encompasses portfolio planning, resource 
management, financial management, governance, risk 

management, benefits planning, and collaboration with both 
internal and external stakeholders.  It integrates information 
from existing project management, human resources, and 
financial systems to provide an integrated overview of the 
project portfolio.  The key technical building blocks are detailed 
in the diagram below:

Portfolio Management

Initiate Aggregate

Integrate

Analytics

SAP Commercial Project
Management

Workspace

Financial
Planning

Issue and
Change
Management

OthersSAP Project
Management

Project Management
and Execution

Tactical Level

Managing and monitoring
the portfolio & programs

Strategic Level

PPM
Projects Project

system

Project 
Connection

Sales & Logistics

SD / CRM PP / SCM

MM / SRM

R&D

PLM

EHS

Resources

HR MRS

Time
(CATS)

Financial Data

Project
System

FI/CO

Core enterprise processes
& Activities

Operations Level



are planned, managed and monitored 
to support the delivery of the portfolios, 
programmes and projects. Key functions 
within the solution that enable resource 
management include integration with 
SAP HR, resource identification, 
resource skill definition, resource 
capacity management, role based 
assignment, monitoring and tracking.

Risk Management ensures that 
threats and opportunities presented 
to the portfolios, programmes and 

projects are clearly identified, defined 
(qualitative and quantitatively), planned 
for, monitored, controlled and closed 
out correctly.  Key functions within the 
solution that enable risk management 
are risk registers, issue logs, workflow 
and reporting.

Collaboration (Stakeholder 
Management) supports the 
identification, engagement and 
communication with both internal and 
external stakeholders.  Key functions 

within the solution include stakeholder’s 
forums, communications logs, internal 
and external project folders.

Benefits planning supports the 
definition, documentation and tracking 
of benefits (KPI) within programmes 
and projects.  Key functions within the 
solution include defining benefits (KPIs), 
planning benefits (KPI’s) and tracking/
measuring their realisation beyond the 
life of the programme or project.

The Technology of
Project Portfolio Management



Functional Process Model

SAP Portfolio and Project 
Management is a comprehensive 
solution combining portfolio 
and project management 
capabilities with prebuilt 
integration to the SAP ERP.  
Our solution has four key phases 
detailed in the tables below.

Govern

Plan Deliver

Manage

Govern
Process Functions

System Functions

Establish 
Portfolio Budget

Establish 
Portfolio Plan

Authorize 
Portfolio Plan

Release Portfolio 
Funding

Monitor Portfolio 
Progress

Rebalance 
Portfolio

Establish and authorise Fund

 
Identify Strategy 
pillars, programme, 
objectives

Define Portfolio 
categorisation 

Set Portfolio targets

 
SAP BI 
Portfolio Pipeline

SAP PPM 
Portfolio bucket 
targets

 
Include approved 
scenario in budget

Process Draft budget

Create proposed 
baselines

 
SAP BI 
Proposed Budget

SAP PPM 
What-if scenarios
Portfolio update
Budget proposal
Baseline creation
Proposed budget 
export

 
Authorise budget

Create approval 
baselines

 
SAP BI 
Approved Budget

SAP PPM 
Budget approval
Baseline creation
Approved budget 
export

 
Release approved 
project budget

Release Long-lead 
item budget

 
SAP BI 
Budget Control 
Report

SAP PPM 
Approved plan copy 
to IM
Future Approval 
Release

SAP IM 
Budget load

 
Create reporting 
baselines

Conduct Portfolio 
reviews

 
SAP BI 
PPM Dashboard
Business Plan Status
Budget Control 
Report
Progress reports

SAP PPM 
Baseline creation
Progress comments

 
Approve Budget

Create approval 
baselines

 
SAP BI 
Approved Budget

SAP PPM 
What-if scenarios
Portfolio update
Revised budget 
proposal/approval
Revision motivations
Baseline creation
Budget export

Review Approve
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Functional Process Model

Plan

Deliver

Identify

Initiate

Categorise

Scoping

Evaluate

Pre-Feasibility

Select

Feasibility

Prioritise

Execution

Balance

Commission, 
Close Out

Authorise

Post Audit

Capture initiative and item information

Complete each project stage requirements prior to stage gate approval & progression to next stage

Select, balance and recommend

 
Project description

Master data

Organisational 
structure elements

Size/Lifecycle

 
Create SAP PS 
project

Approve AFE

 
SAP BI
Portfolio Pipeline
Detailed Portfolio Item Status

SAP PPM
Initiative and item creation, categorisation
Questionnaires, scoring
Task planning
Financial planning (by project and fund source)
Capacity planning by role

 
SAP BI
Master Data ; Initiative / Item Governance ; Business Plan Status ; KPI’s

SAP PS
Budget distribution to PS WBS’s ;  
Commitment posting (SAP MM) ;  Actual cost posting (SAP FI, SAP MM, SAP, CO)

SAP PPM
Initiative/Item updates ; Governance form ; Phase and checklist completion ; Decision point approval ; Milestones ; Baseline creation ; Documentation

 
Strategy pillars, 
programme, 
objective

Technical category

Justification

Scoring details

 
Release budget

Project technical 
assessment

Affirm scope and 
design

Evaluate DCF

 
Risk Questionnaire

Tender plan

EIA plan

Land Acquisition 
plan

Initial cost plan

 
Finalise 
negotiations

Present project 
proposals

 
Readiness screening

Screening Checklist items 
& Decision Point

Screening override

Evaluation based selection

 
Register legal 
documents

Tender for 
and appoint 
contractors

 
SAP BI
Master Data
Initiative / Item Governance

SAP PPM
What-if scenario
Questionnaires
Screening override
Checklist items
Phase completion
Decision Point approval
Documentation

 
Portfolio scenarios

Ranking / sorting to prioritise 

Risk vs benefits

Create baselines

 
Handover site to 
contractor

Execute work

 
SAP BI
Proposed Scenarios

SAP PPM
Scenario update
Ranking scoreboard
Q-sort
Scenario selection
Baseline creation
Scenario export

 
Scenario approval

Create baselines

 
Handover to 
Business Owner

Final project 
settlement

 
Business benefits 
review

 
SAP BI
Approved Scenario

SAP PPM 
Scenario approval
Copy to proposed 
budget
Baseline creation

 
SAP PPM
PS Project 
creation

 
SAP PS
Cost settlement 
to AuC
Close Project

 
SAP PPM
KPI update
Close Initiative
Close Item

Approve

G
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e
G
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G
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e
G
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e
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Functional Process Model

Complete each project stage requirements prior to stage gate approval & progression to next stage

Manage
Risk 
Management

Change 
Management Monitor Re-Forecasting Stage Gate 

Reviews
Supporting 
Processes

 
Create and manage 
risks 

Create and manage 
issues

 
SAP BI 
Risk summary/detail
Issue summary/detail

SAP PPM 
Risk/issue registers
Risk/issue forms
Risk/issue details
Risk mitigation plan
Issue action plan
Documentation

 
Process change 
request

Process contract 
variation

LOA governance

 
SAP BI 
Change requests

SAP PPM 
Change request (CR)
CR approval
Financial approval
Baseline creation
Notifications
Documentation

 
Reporting baselines

Portfolio reviews

 
SAP BI 
PPM Dashboard
Business Plan Status
Budget Control 
Report

SAP PPM 
Baseline creation

 
Re-forecast project 
dates

Re-forecast project 
resources

Re-forecast cost 
estimates

 
SAP BI 
Master Data
Business Plan status
Detailed Portfolio 
Item

SAP PPM 
Project task updates
Resource planning
Easy cost planning

 
Conduct program / 
project reviews

Checklist items

Decision Point 
approval

Baselines

 
SAP BI 
Master Data
Governance
Business Plan status

SAP PPM 
Governance form
Baseline creation

 
Periodic reporting

Record project 
progress and 
anticipated spend

Budget revisions

 
SAP BI 
Business Plan status
Budget Control 
Report
Progress reports

SAP PPM 
Periodic status
Revised budget 
proposal/approval
Revision motivations
Baseline creation
Budget export

Project 
Management

Portfolio 
Management

SAP PPM Key Modules

SAP Portfolio and Project Management is a comprehensive solution combining strategic and 
operational portfolio management with programme and project management capabilities and 
prebuilt integration to the SAP ERP.  The solution encompasses portfolio planning, resource 
management, financial management, governance, risk management, benefits planning, and 
collaboration with both internal and external stakeholders.  It integrates information from existing 
project management, human resources, and financial systems to provide an integrated overview 
of the project portfolio.

Project Management is a cross-industry tool which is used to plan and monitor development and 
consulting projects.  To be successful, companies need powerful solutions that allow them to 
employ sophisticated project management methods that drive speed and quality. SAP Portfolio 
and Project Management helps you standardize and improve project management execution and 
reduce associated administrative and system costs, by providing reliable project management 
functions that can be deployed independently or integrated into your back-end systems (such as 
HR and Financials). Project Management is ideal for managing phase based projects.

It delivers highly specialized support for product development, professional services, Six Sigma, 
IT, and other types of projects. It supports structuring, scheduling, visualization, operative 
planning, and execution.
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Commercial Project ManagementCollaboration Folders

Design Collaboration with cFolders 
brings together all business partners 
who are participating in a collaboration 
– starting with the collaboration 
owner and his or her engineering and 
design partners, via suppliers and 
manufacturers, to sales partners and 
customers.

Design Collaboration with cFolders 
provides the Web-based cooperation 
platform Collaboration Folders 
(cFolders) in SAP PLM which enables 
all collaboration participants to work 
together in virtual teams in both 
cooperative and competitive situations, 
regardless of where they are. 

Collaboration data structured in a 
hierarchy gives the user a quick 
overview of the collaboration. Different 
cFolders functions (for example, 
notifications, status management), the 
integrated WebEx conference tool, 
and integration with SAP back-end 
systems for documents and product 
structures lead to an enhanced and 
accelerated exchange of information 
and communication flow.

Using generic objects (that is, objects 
that can be used to map customer-
specific business objects in a cFolders 
collaboration) facilitates cooperation 
for subjects that cannot simply be 
handled by document management 
or the exchange of product structure 
information.

Project Systems (PS)

Both large scale projects, such as 
building a factory, and small-scale 
projects, such as organizing a trade fair, 
require precise planning of the many 
detailed activities involved. The project 
manager has the job of ensuring that the 
project is executed efficiently, on time, 
and within budget - which he or she 
achieves by ensuring that the required 
resources and funds are available as 
and when needed.

Projects are generally part of the 
internal processes of a company. To 

SAP PPM Key Modules

SAP Commercial Project Management 
extends the capabilities of the SAP 
Business Suite in the following 
scenarios:

Project cost, revenue, and quantity 
planning (from the bid and proposal 
phase of the project, to the baseline 
planning, the subsequent planning of 
change requests, project forecasting, 
and estimation to completion)

Project issue and change management

Project management (the availability of 
the project workspace for the project 
manager; this includes embedded 
reporting, project status and risk 
management, the alert function, and 
the integration with project-related 
procurement  Contract and engagement 
management with enhanced functions 
to monitor and track billing and account 
receivables, additional scenarios for 
periodic billing, and the management of 
work in progress (WIP)

SAP Commercial Project Management 
provides solutions that address the 
core business process requirements 
of companies that offer project-based 
services to their customers. SAP 
Commercial Project Management 
covers multiple processes in an 
end-to-end scenario spanning the 
selling, planning, executing, monitoring, 
and controlling of projects. Companies 
that sell projects (for example, in the 
professional services or the engineering, 
construction, and operations industries) 
can use these solutions to further 
professionalize their core business 
processes and expand beyond back 
office capabilities.

Project Workspace and Project Cost and 
Revenue Planning provide role-based, 
intuitive user interfaces that allow you 
to work with complex financial and 
non-financial data. For companies that 
sell projects, Project Issue and Change 
Management addresses requirements 
related to the efficient management of 
logging and documenting issues and 
changes, assigning responsible people, 
and managing tasks to process the 
issues and changes.

be able to control all tasks in project 
execution, you need an organizational 
form that is specific to the project and 
which is shared by all departments 
involved. Before you can carry out a 
project in its entirety, the project goals 
must be precisely described and the 
project activities to be carried out must 
be structured. A clear, unambiguous 
project structure is the basis for 
successful project planning, monitoring, 
and control.
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Investment Management

The Investment Management (IM) 
module helps support the planning, 
financing, and investment processes 
across the organization. It can help 
manage appropriation requests, 
investment budgets, investment 
programs, and capital investments. 
The Investment Management module 
integrates with the Controlling (CO), 
Asset Accounting, and Order Project 
Accounting modules.

SAP Supplier Relationship Management

Portfolio Management

SAP Portfolio and Project Management is a comprehensive 
solution combining strategic and operational portfolio 
management with programme and project management 
capabilities and prebuilt integration to the SAP ERP.  
The solution encompasses portfolio planning, resource 
management, financial management, governance, risk 

SAP PPM Key Modules

SAP Supplier Relationship Management 
(SAP SRM) provides you with innovative 
methods to coordinate your business 
processes with your key suppliers 
and make them more effective. SAP 
SRM enables you to optimize your 
procurement strategy, to work more 
effectively with your supplier pool, and 
thus to gain long-term benefits from all 
your supplier relationships.

With SAP SRM you can examine and 
forecast purchasing behaviour, shorten 
procurement cycles, and work with your 
partners in real time. This allows you 
to develop long-term relationships with 
all those suppliers that have proven 
themselves to be reliable partners.

The efficient processes in SAP 
SRM enable you to cut down your 
procurement expenses and to work 
more intensively with more suppliers 
than ever before.

SAP SRM is part of SAP Business 
Suite.

The SAP SRM documentation offers 
a comprehensive description of the 
functional scope of SAP SRM, and 
highlights the relationship between 
the application and the underlying 
technologies.

SAP PS and PPM Functional Summary

The functional summary below has been created from research 
and multiple SAP sources.  While the summary may be 
extensive it is by no means exhaustive or authoritative.  Key 
elements listed below are often summarised from multiple 
lower levels of functions within each respective SAP Module 

and therefore does not document all of the detailed functions 
within each model but provides a summary for business 
analysis and functional analysis purposes.  In addition a 
number of industry specific enhancements have been included 
in the listing.

management, benefits planning, and collaboration with both 
internal and external stakeholders.  It integrates information 
from existing project management, human resources, and 
financial systems to provide an integrated overview of the 
project portfolio.
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Portfolio Administration

The Portfolio Management 
Administration functions are used 
to define portfolios and the portfolio 
structures as well as classification 
hierarchies, templates for portfolio 
management.  Some of these SAP PPM 
functions are:

Portfolio Dashboard that provides an 
overview of all existing objects on the 
selected dashboard;

Portfolios – a portfolio consists of 
a hierarchy of buckets that contain 
Initiatives (programmes) and  Items 
(projects) that can be managed in 
a coordinated manner to achieve a 
company’s objectives;

Portfolio Bucket Structure – one 
can perform aggregated financial and 
capacity planning on buckets and 
compare with the planning data of the 
items;

Portfolio Classification Hierarchies 
– An arrangement of buckets within a 
portfolio structure that is an alternative 
to the standard portfolio hierarchy;

Portfolio Authorisations – Portfolio 
authorisations are enabled using 
authorisation profiles and Access control 
lists (ACLs);

Portfolio Templates – Portfolio 
templates are used as a basis for 
creating new portfolio objects.

Initiative (Programme) 
Management

An initiative is an object used to group 
related items (projects) together 
providing program management 
capabilities for Project Portfolio 
Management.   Some of the SAP PPM 
functions enable the following:

Portfolio Initiative Creation based 
on either an initiative template or an 
initiative type;

Phase & Decision Points – phases 
are automatically created and linked to 
decision points for the initiative;

Initiative Versions – Initiative versions 
are created to record the status of the 
original initiatives at a certain point in 
time (snapshot) or to simulate changes 
(simulation);

Enhanced Initiative Numbering – 
generates initiative numbers with a 
prefix and sequential number.

Financial Approval

There are a number of financial 
approval related functions in SAP PPM, 
such as:

Budget Submission Tool used 
to snapshot/baseline the selected 
initiatives / items to be proposed 
for budget, and to effect the budget 
approval in PPM; includes enhanced 
Q-sort functionality providing dynamic 
list sorting capability;

The Ranking Scoreboard allows the 
ranking of portfolio items based on 
defined ranking criteria, against budget 
constraints in order to facilitate the 

Financial & Capacity 
Planning

This function is used to plan financial 
and capacity data for the portfolio 
object. One can maintain financial and 
capacity planning data for a bucket, 
item, and initiative.

Financial Planning enables one to 
maintain and analyse financial data, 
such as, costs or revenues with 
reference to the project timeline;

Capacity Planning enables one to 
maintain and analyse resource demand 
on a long-term, strategic basis;

Rollup functionality is used to 
aggregate financial or capacity data 
in certain views from objects below 
a bucket or initiative to the bucket or 
initiative;

Currency Handling – In the Financial 
Planning screen for an item, one can 
change the currency to display the 
financial data in (which may be different 
to the parent bucket currency);

Enhanced Financial Planning Tool 
allows the selection and planning of 
multiple initiatives and items, over 
multiple financial periods/years;

Financial View Copy Tool allows 
the planning of resource capacity for 
multiple initiatives and items, over 
multiple financial periods/years;

Financial Upload Tool enables the 
upload of financial planning from an 
Excel source worksheet;

PPM Financial Planning Extract 
provides a real-time extract of the 
proposed planned spend for the 
planning period, for the current or 
selected Baseline type.

SAP PPM Key Modules
Portfolio Managament

selection of prioritised project for budget 
proposal;

The Change Request Tool provides 
functionality to perform ad-hoc 
approvals of projects from a financial 
perspective;

Future Year Approval Tool permits 
users to initiate a future approved 
project for the procurement of long-lead 
items;

Scenario Development Tool provides 
the ability to compare two planning 
scenarios (what-if versions) and to 
select or deselect projects.
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Project Resource 
Planning

Project Resource Planning (Portfolio 
Management) provides a planning tool 
to support the planning and optimising 
of human resource deployment across 
multiple projects. It focuses on assigning 
resources to projects based on demand, 
qualifications, and availability. The 
resource manager uses this process 
to assign resources to roles.  Some of 
the SAP PPM functions that provide 
functionality in this area are:

The Resource Overview provides the 
resource manager with a quick overview 
of the resource availability across 
multiple projects and roles;

The Staffing work centre provides an 
overview for project and role staffing 
and resource assignment across 
multiple roles, projects, and resources;

Resources can be created, changed, 
or delete data within Resource 
Management functionality;

Resource Pools and Teams can be 
maintained to manage groups of shared 
project resources.

Common Functions

Some of the SAP PPM common 
functions are:

Collections – a collection represents 
a set of related portfolio items with a 
common strategic goal;

Portfolio Reviews – this function 
enables the preparation and execution 
of portfolio reviews by providing 
reporting, scoring, and simulation for a 
given set of portfolio items;

Scoring Models and Questionnaires 
– the scoring process can be used to 
compare portfolio items or initiatives in a 
scoring model based on quantitative key 
performance indicators. This enables 
decision makers to make educated 
decisions on portfolio items or initiatives;

What-if Scenarios – SAP PPM What-if 
Scenario Management functionality 
provides the ability to create and save 
multiple scenarios in order to simulate 
changes on the portfolio and analyse 
the resultant impact;

Decision Flow Management / 
Synchronisation – Decision Flow 
Management integrates strategic 
Portfolio Management with operational 
Project Management, either within an 
Initiative (vertical synchronisation), or 
between Initiatives (horizontal synchro-
nisation);

Process Flow Change – this function 
allows one to change the project 
lifecycle, even after the project has 
commenced;

Item-type-specific or initiative-type-spe-
cific Metrics can be defined, they can 
be manually captured or automatically 
calculated and be analysed in BI 
reports;

Timeline Monitor – the timeline monitor 
provides a graphical view over time 
of objects such as the initiative and 
portfolio item;

Object Links supports the linking of 
Portfolio Management objects to other 
business objects;

Change Documents – a change 
document in portfolio management 
provides electronic documentation of 
changes made to attributes of objects or 
entities;

Object Specific Notes – this function 
enable one to add notes that are tagged 
with the user ID, the date/time of the 
update and becomes read-only;

Field Configuration and Custom Field 
– the SAP PPM framework provides the 
capability to define additional custom 
master data fields, as required by the 
user;

Archiving Portfolio and Project 
Management Data – SAP provides 
Data Archiving (CA-ARC) functions as 
well as SAP NetWeaver Information 
Lifecycle Management (BC-ILM) 
functions in SAP PPM;

Enhanced Governance Form – The 
Enhanced Governance Form provides 
a tool that combines the following 
governance updates into a single view 
for intitatives and items: checklist items, 
phases, decision points, overall status 
and dates.

SAP PPM Key Modules
Portfolio Managament
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Integration Options

PPM provides numerous integration 
options with other SAP modules and 
external non-SAP systems, such as:

FI/CO Integration – with the use of 
SAP Project System (PS) or SAP 
Controlling (CO), the financial planning 
data of items can be retrieved from the 
financial and controlling (FI/CO) data of 
the corresponding PS projects or CO 
internal orders. In addition, the financial 
planning data maintained for an item 
can be transferred to the corresponding 
WBS element of the linked PS project  
or CO internal order;

Resource and Capacity Planning 
Integration – One can map operational 
resource demand to the strategic 
capacity categories;

Human Capital Management 
Integration – the SAP Portfolio and 
Project Management integration with 
SAP Human Capital Management 
(HCM) application, is enabled via ALE 
integration where employee information 
is transferred from the SAP HCM 
application to SAP PPM;

Export and Import of Project Data 
– with this function one can export or 
import data of a project, a version, or a 
project associated with a portfolio item;

Integration with Documentation 
Management – Portfolio and Project 

Reporting Functions

Some of the reporting functions in SAP 
PPM are:

Reporting Cockpit – the reporting 
cockpit contains real-time information 
about important key performance 
indicators such as risk, expected 
commercial value, and schedules;

Business Content Viewer – BCV is a 
framework that allows all SAP Business 
Suite applications to integrate different 
types of information that can then 
be analysed according to the user’s 
business needs;

BI Reports and Analytics – the 
underlying BI objects provides a 
framework upon which an enhanced 
BI data model, enhanced analytics 
and enhanced dashboards have been 
developed to represent the various 
business events;

Enhanced Dashboards – reporting 
dashboards are delivered via Business 
Objects (BOBJ) and provide portfolio 
level information;

Periodic Reporting Baseline Tool 
– this tool is used to create monthly 
reporting snapshots/baselines for all 
currently approved SAP-PPM items 
(projects) in order to ensure consistent 
month-end Capital Management 
reporting.

SAP Fiori Apps for PPM

SAP Fiori provides a customised user 
experience for the SAP PPM platform 
that includes the following functions:

- Create Portfolio Item Proposals;

- Change Portfolio Items;

- Approve Decision Points;

- Approve Requests.

SAP PPM Key Modules
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Management relevant documents 
can be managed in SAP Document 
Management (SAP DMS) or SAP 
Records Management (SAP RMS) and 
linked to portfolio objects;

Integration with Collaboration 
Rooms – the function can be used to 
make Portfolio Management documents 
available in collaboration rooms (a 
shared workspace where item members 
can collaborate on project-specific 
topics by holding meetings, sharing 
documents, and having private 
and public discussions) in the SAP 
NetWeaver Portal;

Printing of Forms – SAP Interactive 
Forms by Adobe and the Adobe 
LiveCycle Designer, can be used to 
create project forms to preview and 
print the detailed data of portfolio 
management objects;

Enhanced PS Project Creation – The 
PS Project creation enhancement 
includes:

- mass creation of PS projects, based 
on the Approved plan;

- manual creation functions for CapEx 
and OpEx projects;

- synchronisation of selected PPM 
master data with existing linked PS 
objects.
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Project Elements

Superordinate concept for all structuring 
elements in Project Management. These 
elements include:

Project Definition – the project 
definition contains general data of the 
project and information that is valid for 
the whole project;

Phases – a phase is a clearly defined 
period in a project that begins with the 
release and ends with the approval of 
the phase;

Templates – templates define the basic 
structure of an object, such as, Projects, 
Checklists, Control plans, Documents, 
etc.

Checklist – a control list with items that 
must be processed;

Tasks – A hierarchy of tasks and 
sub-tasks can be defined within project 
phases, with standard task scheduling 
capability. Mirror tasks and sub-project 
assignment are also available;

Roles – a role represents a position in 
a project that describes which type of 
resource is required in a project.

Project Planning

Some of the project planning 
functionality in SAP PPM are:

Dates & Scheduling – one can use 
this function to schedule basic dates 
for the project and individual phases; 
dependencies between tasks; etc.;

Responsible Persons – one can 
assign a responsible role to a project 
element;

Project Import & Export – project-re-
lated data can be imported or exported.

Project Resource 
Planning

Some of the project resource planning 
functionality in SAP PPM are:

Staffing Overview – this function 
provides an overview of the roles and 
the resources assigned to them in a 
project;

Resource Overview – this provides an 
overview of the resources and the roles 
they are assigned to in a project;

Roles – a role represents a position in 
a project and describes which type of 
resource is required in a project;

Task Assignment – one can use this 
function to assign tasks to roles;

Qualifications – one can set down the 
qualifications required for a role or a 
particular task;

Resources / Business Partners – one 
can use this function to define the 
responsibility for staffing and/or 
candidate management and can change 
the role status related to the staffing 
process;

Resource Search – one can use the 
resource search function to find suitable 
and available project resources.

Confirmation

SAP PPM contains a number of 
confirmation-related functions, such as:

Checklist Items – the person 
responsible for a checklist item have 
finished the checklist item and want to 
confirm the checklist item as finished in 
the system;

Tasks – the person responsible for a 
task have started to edit the task or 
have already completed it and want to 
confirm the task in the system;

Phase Approval – Once all tasks and 
checklist items have been completed for 
a phase, the phase can be confirmed as 
completed.

SAP PPM Key Modules
Project Management

Project Management

Project Management is a cross-industry tool which is used to 
plan and monitor development and consulting projects.

To be successful, companies need powerful solutions that allow 
them to employ sophisticated project management methods 
that drive speed and quality. SAP Portfolio and Project 
Management helps you standardize and improve project 
management execution and reduce associated administrative 
and system costs, by providing reliable project management 

functions that can be deployed independently or integrated into 
your back-end systems (such as HR and Financials). Project 
Management is ideal for managing phase based projects. It 
delivers highly specialized support for product development, 
professional services, Six Sigma, IT, and other types of 
projects. It supports structuring, scheduling, visualization, 
operative planning, and execution.
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Integration Options

Some of the integration functions in SAP 
PS/PPM include:

Object Links – business objects 
important to a project can be located 
in different SAP modules.  As it is 
important to have an overview of these 
objects directly in Project Management, 
one can connect the objects which are 
defined or activated to SAP PPM as 
object links;

Sales Order – in this process one 
can create a simulation in Project 
Management from a project opportunity, 
then create a quotation from the 
simulation based on the cost estimate;

Controlling / Project System – the 
integration of Controlling allows one to 
monitor the costs and revenues of a 
project and to periodically activate the 
demand as work in process;

Supplier Relationship Management 
– this function is used to order external 
materials and resources directly from 
Project Management through SAP SRM;

Additional Functionality

Some of the functions in SAP PS/PPM 
are:

Multi-Project Management – projects 
often depend on other projects that 
have different persons in charge of them 
and this function allows one to map 
these cross-project relationships in the 
structure of a project;

Project Versions – this function 
enables you to create project versions 
based on project templates and for 
operational projects;

Control Plans – these are the 
measures and methods you use in 
a specific phase of the creation of a 
product to check whether you have 
adhered to predefined quality charac-
teristics;

Project Status Reports - You use this 
function to summarise project data in 
reports and store them as project status 
reports;

Evaluations – evaluations give you an 
overview of your project data;

Project Management Authorisations 
– authorisations ensure that only 
authorized persons can see or process 
a project or parts of a project;

Status Management - project 
elements, control plans, and templates 
in Project Management can have 
various processing statuses and status 
management enables one to control 
these statuses;

Workflow – Project Management offers 
you a workflow function when you make 
certain changes to project elements.

Reporting Functions

SAP PS/PPM contains a number of 
reporting functions, such as:

- BI Reports and Analytics;

- Enhanced BI Analytics;

- Enhanced Dashboards;

- Etc.

SAP Fiori Apps for SAP PS

SAP Fiori provides a customised user 
experience for the SAP ERP platform 
that includes the following functions:

- Confirm Project Tasks; 

- Approve Requests;

- Etc.

SAP PPM Key Modules
Project Management

Time Recording (CATS) – SAP PPM 
integrates with the SAP Timesheet 
application to enable time recording 
against projects;

Documentation Management – SAP 
PPM integrates into SAP DMS, which 
contain Information that describe objects 
such as technical drawings, graphics, 
programs, or text documents;

cFolders – one can use a collaboration 
to exchange documents created 
or assigned to a project in Project 
Management or document management 
(DMS) with internal or external partners;

Collaboration Rooms – this function 
makes Project Management documents 
available in collaboration rooms in 
the SAP NetWeaver Portal. Relevant 
documents can be managed in SAP 
Document Management (SAP DMS) or 
SAP Records Management (SAP RMS) 
and linked to portfolio objects;
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SAP ERP Integration

You can integrate cFolders with an SAP 
ERP back-end system to exchange the 
following objects between cFolders and:

Business Partner – Business partner 
integration enables you to transfer the 
user administration of external users 
to the appropriate partner enterprise 
and you can control the extent to which 
external users are visible to each other;

CAD Desktop – You can export 
document-based structures, that is 
assemblies, from the CAD desktop to 
a cFolders system including the linked 
materials and material BOMs;

Supplier Relationship Management 
– You can create a shopping cart in an 
SAP Supplier Relationship Management 
(SRM) system for a collaboration in the 
competitive scenario;

SAP Documentation Management 
– cFolders integration can be used to 
exchange DMS documents with other 
stakeholders;

Objects

cFolders is an object-orientated 
environment:

Object Versioning – a version is a 
snapshot of the contents of folder 
objects at a particular point in time;

Object Categorisation – one can 
create categories for documents, 
materials, folders, engineering change 
numbers, etc.;

Collaboration Scenarios – cFolders 
supports both a collaborative scenario 
(a non-competitive business scenario) 
and a competitive scenario;

Folders – folders correspond to the 
folders used in most common operating 
systems and are used to store the 
various objects in a collaboration;

Documents – any type of file can be a 
document;

Generic Objects – generic objects can 
be any type of object that you require to 
collaborate with your business partners 
and run business processes;

SAP PPM Key Modules
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Collaboration Folders

Design Collaboration with cFolders brings together all business 
partners who are participating in a collaboration – starting with 
the collaboration owner and his or her engineering and design 
partners, via suppliers and manufacturers, to sales partners 
and customers.

Design Collaboration with cFolders provides the Web-based 
cooperation platform Collaboration Folders (cFolders) in SAP 
PLM which enables all collaboration participants to work 
together in virtual teams in both cooperative and competitive 
situations, regardless of where they are. Collaboration data 
structured in a hierarchy gives the user a quick overview of 

the collaboration. Different cFolders functions (for example, 
notifications, status management), the integrated WebEx 
conference tool, and integration with SAP back-end systems 
for documents and product structures lead to an enhanced and 
accelerated exchange of information and communication flow.

Using generic objects (that is, objects that can be used to map 
customer-specific business objects in a cFolders collaboration) 
facilitates cooperation for subjects that cannot simply be 
handled by document management or the exchange of product 
structure information.

Engineering Change Numbers – 
folder object used in the engineering 
change collaboration process can 
either represent an engineering change 
request (ECR) or an engineering 
change order (ECO);

Materials – materials (product, goods 
and so on) can be created, used in 
production, traded, or consumed;

Manufacturer Part Number – A code 
or number used by a manufacturer or 
vendor to identify a material or part;

Bill of Material – structures a material 
and represents a directory of all 
components (items) that belong to a 
material;

Data Sheet – data sheets are structured 
documents made up of specifications 
that contain classes and characteristics 
for any product or collaboration.
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Functions

You use the different cFolders functions 
to edit collaborations, areas, folders, 
and folder objects (documents, data 
sheets, materials, bills of material, 
generic objects, discussions, 
bookmarks, manufacturer part numbers, 
iPPE nodes, iPPE variants, engineering 
change numbers, and notes) in 
cFolders:

Status Management – in cFolders, 
you can use the Status Management 
function to control and monitor 
workflows in the way they are often 
used in companies;

Engineering Change Collaboration 
– you can use this business process 
to include external manufacturing or 
design partners in engineering change 
processes;

Import and Export of PDX Packages 
– you can import and export bills of 

SAP PPM Key Modules
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Commercial Project Management

SAP Commercial Project Management provides solutions that 
address the core business process requirements of companies 
that offer project-based services to their customers. SAP 
Commercial Project Management covers multiple processes 
in an end-to-end scenario spanning the selling, planning, 
executing, monitoring, and controlling of projects. Companies 
that sell projects (for example, in the professional services or 
the engineering, construction, and operations industries) can 
use these solutions to further professionalize their core business 
processes and expand beyond back office capabilities.

Project Workspace and Project Cost and Revenue Planning 
provide role-based, intuitive user interfaces that allow you 
to work with complex financial and non-financial data. For 
companies that sell projects, Project Issue and Change 
Management addresses requirements related to the efficient 
management of logging and documenting issues and changes, 
assigning responsible people, and managing tasks to process 
the issues and changes.

SAP Commercial Project Management extends the capabilities 
of the SAP Business Suite in the following scenarios:

Project cost, revenue, and quantity planning (from the bid and 
proposal phase of the project, to the baseline planning, the 
subsequent planning of change requests, project forecasting, 
and estimation to completion);

Project issue and change management;

Project management (the availability of the project workspace 
for the project manager; this includes embedded reporting, 
project status and risk management, the alert function, and the 
integration with project-related procurement;

Contract and engagement management with enhanced 
functions to monitor and track billing and account receivables, 
additional scenarios for periodic billing, and the management of 
work in progress (WIP).

material (BOMs) and engineering 
change numbers (ECNs) as XML 
structures in Product Data eXchange 
packages (PDX packages);

Notifications – a short message 
that notifies users of changes to 
collaborations, areas, folders, and other 
objects;

Search Functions – cFolders provides 
you with a powerful search function;

Archiving – the archiving function 
in cFolders enables you to store 
collaborations in another system 
because they have been completed or 
because they are not currently required;

Meetings – meetings are online 
sessions in real-time for discussing 
any object of a collaboration in a 
collaborative or competitive scenario or 
the collaboration itself.

Subscriptions – if you activate the 
Subscribe function for any object, 
you are automatically informed about 
changes made to that object by means 
of a notification in your notification inbox 
(Received Notifications);

BI Reporting – you can use BI Content 
to analyse activity in your cFolders 
system;

Authorisations – authorisations in 
cFolders always contain an object 
(such as a folder or a document), an 
activity, and a user. You can assign 
an authorisation for an object to a 
user explicitly, or the user receives 
authorisation implicitly, by inheriting 
authorisation through the roles or user 
groups assigned to him or her.
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Project Workspace

Project Workspace (CS-CPD-WS) 
provides the following features:

Standard Roles –the standard 
roles that are available are Project 
Workspace User and Project Cost and 
Revenue Planning User;

Cross-Project View – this overview 
page displays a categorised view of 
master projects that displays a list of 
master projects; a cross-project view, 
such as, key performance indicator 
(KPI) values, alerts based on business 
objects; and options to personalize the 
display of information.

Master Project –a master project 
combines multiple business objects 
from different source systems into a 
single integrated real-world project, for 
example, in the Professional Services 
or the Engineering, Construction, and 
Operations (ECO) industries;

Alerts Framework –the alert framework 
in the project workspace provides a 
robust mechanism to inform users about 
real-time issues through customised 
alerts relating to the status of projects;

Documents and Attachments – 
Project Workspace provides support for 
attaching documents to master projects 
and also viewing documents attached to 
the related business objects.;

Status Management –this function 
allows users such as project managers 
and key stakeholders to record the 
status of a master project during its 
lifecycle.

Teams and Roles – every project is 
executed by a team of professionals 
who perform specific roles and who 
are responsible for different aspects 
of a project, for example billing, 
procurement, or financial controlling. By 
defining teams and roles, you are able 
to distribute tasks to responsible people 
and effectively monitor master projects;

SAP PPM Key Modules
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Project Cost and Revenue 
Planning

Functionality that relates to this are:

Financial Plan – a financial plan is an 
object that allows you to plan costs, 
revenues, quantities, margins, and 
expenses across the overall project;

Planning on Master Projects – you 
prepare financial plans with reference to 
a master project;

Plan Version – a part of a financial plan 
that allows you to define the planning of 
different estimates. Versions consist of 
version types, such as quote, baseline, 
current and forecast;

Currency Exchange Rate – during 
planning, multiple transaction currencies 
can be used, however, the financial 
reports are usually prepared according 
to the plan currency.

Status Management – you use 
statuses to indicate the status of a 
financial plan and its versions;

Forecasting – you forecast cost during 
the execution phase based on the 
planned cost and the actual cost;

Rate Card – the Rate Card Editor 
integrates pricing flexibility into master 
projects by allowing project planners or 
cost estimators to set up a pricing model 
to align the business execution with 
market trends related to cost;

Billing Plan Manager – the billing 
plan manager in Project Workspace 
(CA-CPD-WS) provides users with 
necessary functions to schedule billing 
events (based on the nature of resource 
or agreement), create billing requests, 
and manage the commercial activity of a 
master project centrally.

Planning Framework – the planning 
environment for Project Cost and 
Revenue Planning consists of objects in 
SAP Business Intelligence Warehouse 
(SAP BW), BW Integrated Planning, and 
a Microsoft Excel-based spreadsheet as 
the frontend application for planning;

Embedded Analytics – allow you to 
integrate real-time analytical charts in 
the application in the form of separate 
assignment blocks. It provides a preview 
or snapshot of the entire planning for a 
particular plan version.

Integration – financial plans contain 
the information required to support 
downstream processes in order to avoid 
duplicate data entry and to provide the 
efficiencies and benefits of an integrated 
solution.

Authorisation – the authorisation for 
Project Cost and Revenue Planning 
(CA-CPD-FP) is provisioned through 
roles and authorisation objects. 

Plan Scenario – indicates the plan 
scenarios in which a user is authorised 
to create financial plans.
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Project Systems (PS)

Both large scale projects, such as building a factory, and 
small-scale projects, such as organizing a trade fair, require 
precise planning of the many detailed activities involved. The 
project manager has the job of ensuring that the project is 
executed efficiently, on time, and within budget - which he or she 
achieves by ensuring that the required resources and funds are 
available as and when needed.

Projects are generally part of the internal processes of a 
company. To be able to control all tasks in project execution, 
you need an organizational form that is specific to the project 
and which is shared by all departments involved. Before you 
can carry out a project in its entirety, the project goals must be 
precisely described and the project activities to be carried out 
must be structured. A clear, unambiguous project structure is the 
basis for successful project planning, monitoring, and control.

Project Issue and Change Management

Processing of Issues, Change 
Requests and Activities - Project Issue 
and Change Management allows you to 
process issues, change requests, and 
activities;

Costing Planning – change requests 
are generally raised during the 
execution of projects. To assess the 
financial impact of a change, you can 
plan the change request in a financial 
planning application.

Some of the functionalities in this area 
are:

Business Objects – Change Requests 
are used to process project deviations 
and changes in Project Issue and 
Change Management (CACPD-PCM;

Object Relationships – in Project 
Issue and Change Management 
(CA-CPD-PCM), you can create 
relationships between change requests 
and issues;

Financial Values

Some of the functionality in the SAP PS 
environment are:

Currencies in Project System – all the 
currency-dependent data in the Project 
System is managed in three different 
currencies in parallel:

- controlling area currency

- object currency

- transaction currency

Multiple Valuation Approaches in 
Overhead Cost Controlling – SAP PS 
accommodates:

- Value Flow;

- Distribution, Assessment, and 
Periodic Reposting;

- Internal activity allocation;

- Accrual and Overhead;

- Settlement;

- Reposting;

- Documents and Line Items;

- Analysis and Information System;

- Availability Control;

- Reconciliation with Financial 
Accounting;

- Transfer Prices in the Reconciliation 
Ledger.
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SAP PS Structures

Some of the project-related structures 
that can be used in SAP PS are:

Structures – both large scale projects, 
such as building a factory, and 
small-scale projects, such as organising 
a trade fair, can be structured as per the 
following points of view:

- By structures, using a work 
breakdown structure (WBS);

- By process, using individual activities 
(work packages).

Organisational Assignments in PS 
– each project starts with the definition 
and classification of the structures 
required for processing and the 
incorporation of these into the existing 
enterprise structure;

Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) 
– the work breakdown structure (WBS) 
is a model of the project that organises 
project tasks into a hierarchy;

Networks – a network represents the 
flow of a project or of a task within a 
project that are used as a basis for 
planning, analysing, controlling and 
monitoring schedules, dates and 
resources,(such as people, machines, 
PRTs, materials, documents and 
drawings);.

Activities – activities are “components 
of a process “ with the following 
characteristics:

- They have a duration.

- They have a defined start and a 
defined finish.

- They are processed without 
interruption.

- Resources are needed to execute 
them.

- They incur costs.

Relationships – relationships 
determine the chronological sequence 

SAP PS Interface

The SAP PS Interface provides the 
following functionalities:

Project Builder – the Project Builder is 
a user-friendly method of accessing the 
Project System, which enables you to 
edit your projects quickly and efficiently;

Project Planning Board – the project 
planning board allows integrated 
processing of your project, giving 
you a graphic overview of the project 
objects. In the graphic interface you can 
create, edit and evaluate all the data 
for a project. It simplifies planning and 
controlling projects;

Layout of Detail Screens - You can 
use this function to edit the layouts of 
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of activities in a network or a standard 
network;

Sub-Networks – a sub-network is a 
network which covers only part of a 
project and is linked in relationships with 
other sub-networks in the same project;

Milestones – in general milestones are 
used to mark the transition between 
various phases or departments. You can 
also use Milestones for other tasks and 
functions in the Project System;

Standard Structures – by defining 
standard projects and networks you can 
standardise project management in your 
company by referring back to data that 
has been derived from existing projects;

Structure Planning – if you want to 
create or process a project, you can 
create WBS elements and activities 
together and maintain the data for 
them,  particularly when you have a 
more precise idea of the structure of 
the project – for example, which WBS 
elements are detailed by activities;

the WBS elements and the Network 
activities;

Mass Change – if you work with 
complex long-running projects, 
for instance in make-to-order 
manufacturing, it is often necessary to 
make large scale changes to master 
data or assignments. You can use 
mass changes the change projects and 
networks in a just a few steps;

Status Management – the current 
status of a project or an object in a 
project determines which business 
transactions can be executed. Statuses 
document the current processing stage 
of an object;

Interface to PS - the SAP Project 
System has interfaces to systems for 
collecting plant data and to the following 
PC products:

GRANEDA;

Microsoft Project (MPX);

Microsoft Access;

PS-EPS Interface to External Project 
Systems;

Spreadsheet Programs.
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Production Resources / 
Tools

Production Resources / Tools (PRT) 
– unlike machines and fixed assets, 
production resources and tools (PRTs) 
are movable (not stationary) operating 
resources that are required to perform 
an activity and can be used repeatedly. 
For example, PRTs include documents, 
engineering drawings, jigs and fixtures, 
and measurement instruments.  You 
can assign production resources/tools to 
internal and external activities. You use 
the assignment to determine:

- the quantity,

- the operating time, and 

- the dates of the PRTs required to 
carry out the activity.

Data for Production Resources / 
Tools – Basic data and default values 
that you can maintain for PRTs have 
either a material master record or a PRT 
master record.

Formulas in Production Resources 
/ Tools – Use formulas to calculate the 
quantity and usage value of a PRT.

Classification of Production 
Resources / Tools – You can use the 
SAP classification system to classify 
PRTs with a material master and 
miscellaneous PRTs.

Dates – The purpose of date scheduling 
is to determine the duration of phases in 
a project, which events are particularly 
important for the schedule, float times, 
and critical paths.

Types of Dates – There are different 
types of dates in the Project System.

Settings for Scheduling Parameters 
– SAP PS allow the user to change the 
scheduling parameters.

Presentation of Dates in the Graphics 
– You can go to the network structure 
graphic or the hierarchy graphic from all 
the dates scheduling transactions and 
the project planning board.

Project Scheduling

Dates in the Work Breakdown 
Structure (WBS) – You can plan dates 
for individual WBS elements as soon as 
you have entered the outline dates for 
your project in the project definition.  In 
rough-cut planning, you specify dates 
for WBS elements that are binding for 
more detailed planning.  You can then 
use this rough-cut plan as the basis for 
more detailed planning or scheduling.

Scheduling the Work Breakdown 
Structure – You can schedule a project 
or a sub-hierarchy of the project with 
all activities assigned to it.  The WBS 
element basic dates are used as the 
basic dates for scheduling the activities 
(presuming you have set the WBS 
determines dates indicator.

Networking Scheduling – Scheduling 
determines the earliest and latest 
start and finish dates for carrying out 
activities in the network and calculates 
the required capacity requirements as 
well as the slack time or “floats”.

Scheduling with Service / 
Maintenance Orders – Use this 
function to take maintenance orders and 
service orders, which are included as 
sub networks in a network, into account 
during WBS scheduling and overall 
network scheduling.

Resources – Use this component to 
plan the resources required for the work 
that is carried out internally in a project.  
That is work that is not procured 
externally via purchasing.

Capacity Levelling in the Project 
System – Use this component to 
compare the capacity requirements of a 
project with the available capacity of the 
work centres assigned to the project.  As 
a result, you can schedule the capacity 
requirements optimally.

Workflow Planning – Use this function 
to distribute work in internally processed 
activities of a project to personnel 
resources according to periods.  The 

personnel resources that you can assign 
to activities are persons, positions, and 
organisational units in human resources 
(HR).

Material – Use this component to plan 
and monitor the material requirements 
and costs in projects, to control the flow 
of materials and for scheduling.

Procurement via Materials 
Requirements Planning – If you 
allocate a material with the item 
category L, the system generates 
a reservation for the material.  A 
reservation is an internal document that 
defines the requirements of a material 
and reserves a specified quantity for the 
network activity.

Direct Procurement – If you assign 
components that are procured directly to 
a network activity, the system generates 
a purchase requisition for the material.  
A purchase requisition is an internal 
document that defines the requirements 
of a material or a service.  This 
document authorises the purchasing 
department to procure the material in 
the quantity specified for the specified 
date.

Item Category – The item category 
determines together with other settings, 
for example in the material master, the 
following:

- The procurement type;

- In which kinds of stock the material 
can be managed;

- The account assignment category.

Procurement Settings – You can 
determine how a component is to be 
procured, not only in the assignment 
to a network activity, but also in the 
material master, bill of material, and 
elsewhere in the Project System.

Managing Stocks of Material 
Components – Material components in 
networks can be managed in different 
stocks.
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Material Management

Material Assignment to Networks 
– If you only need a few material 
components in a project, you can assign 
these components to the network 
activities manually.  In the case of 
materials with BOMs, you can explode 
the BOM level by level or all at once 
in the network activity.  If a material 
is not included in a BOM, you cannot 
assign it using BOM explosion or BOM 
transfer and therefore you must assign 
it manually.

Exploding the Bill of Material – If you 
have allocated a material with a bill of 
material (BOM), a sales order BOM, 
or a WBS BOM to an activity, you can 
explode this BOM in the network level.

Advance Procurement – Use this 
function to generate preliminary 
requirements when you assign a 
material component to a network 
activity.  Preliminary requirements cover 
real requirements that are generated 
a later point of time.  This is useful 
if material components have a long 
replenishment time (planned delivery 
time or in-house production time).

Assembly Item – If a material 
component is produced or assembled in 
a network activity and is consequently 
used, for instance for a delivery, then it 
is considered an assembly item.

Activating Requirements – Use this 
function to determine when the system 
should create purchase requisitions 
for material components (and service 
activities) or when reservations should 
become relevant for MRP.

MRP Element Maintenance – There 
are various ways to display or edit 
MRP elements created for network 
components.

Material Availability – Use this function 
to check whether material components 
in networks are available on the 
requirements date.  If the requirements 

Assembly Processing

Assembly Processing in the Project 
System – An assemble-to-order 
environment is one in which the product 
or service is assembled on receipt of 
the sales order.  Key components are 
planned in anticipation of the sales 
order.  Receipt of the order initiates 
assembly of the customised product.  
This business process is called 
assembly processing.  This process 
is used throughout SAP logistics 
applications to automatically generate 
the following order types:

- Planned order;

- Production order;

- Process order;

- Service order;

- Network (project).

Project-Oriented Procurement 
(ProMan) – The Project System is one 
of the most integrated components in 
the SAP System.  One area in which 
this is noticeable is in the internal and 
external procurement of materials and 
services.  If an object is created in the 
Project System, documents are created 
in other applications.  These documents 
are processed in the corresponding 
department.
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are not covered on the requirements 
date, the system determines the date on 
which they can be covered.

Materials Management in the 
Project Planning Board – You can 
process material components directly 
in the project planning board using the 
functions described below.

Material Assignment to Standard 
Networks – In standard structures you 
can predefine material assignments by 
assigning material components to the 
activities of a standard network.

Configurable Material – Material can 
have several variants.  These variants 
have characteristics (for example 
colour) that can have different values 
(in this example red, green, blue 
etc.).  Their bill of materials contains 
components that are only chosen for a 
particular variant.

Project Stock – Viewed from material 
requirements planning, projects can 
have their own stock.  Materials that 
are needed to carry out the project are 
managed in project stock.  Each WBS 
element in a project definition has a 
separate individual stock segment.  
Each stock segment is permanently 
assigned to a WBS element and, from a 
MRP view, is only available for this WBS 
element.

Grouping for Individual Project 
Planning – If you use valuated project 
stock, the material components are 
kept, from a MRP view, in individual 
stock segments for individual WBS 
elements.  As a result, neither 
requirements consumption nor stock 
settlement can take place between 
WBS elements.

Bill of Material Transfer – The bill of 
material transfer component makes 
it easier for you to assign material 
components to network activities and 
keep this information up-to-date.

Delivery from Projects – You can use 
this component to create deliveries in 
the Project System and consequently 
to deliver material components that are 
assigned to a project.

Monitoring Dates – Use this process 
to monitor the dates of any events 
connected with components in a project.  
This means that you can keep these 
dates, for instance in the procurement 
process, better under control.
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Claim Management

Claim Management – Things like 
delivery difficulties, price variations, 
and unforeseen capacity bottlenecks 
can cause your project to vary from 
what you planned.  In such cases, the 
contracting parties need to establish 
who is responsible for the variance.  
You can use Claim Management to do 
this.  Claim Management ensures that 
subsequent claims against the contract 
partner, resulting from variances, can 
be prepared and submitted at the 
appropriate moment, or claims by the 
contract partner can be headed off.

Evaluating Claims – The project 
information system includes the 
following reports for analysing claims:

- Claim Overview:  The system displays 
all the data entered for the claim 
selected, except for tasks and actions.  
If this is all the data you need, we 
recommend you use this report, for 
performance reasons.

- Claim Hierarchy:  The system 
displays all the data entered for the 
claim selected, including tasks and 
actions.

Connecting the Cost Collector to 
Claims – When you carry out a project, 
changes are often made which cause 
additional costs to be incurred.  Claim 
Management enables you to save the 
data relevant to the changes in a claim 
and estimate the additional planned 
costs relevant for Controlling, which 
these changes cause.  Using this 
function you can transfer the costs of 
this claim to a cost collector (internal 
order) and then settle these for the 
assigned WBS element.

Collaborative 
Engineering and Project 
Management

Collaborative Engineering & Project 
Management (CEP) – Globalisation of 
projects makes an efficient exchange 
of information between project teams 
at different locations, and with different 
technical environments, essential.  
CEP uses the power of the Internet 
for business processes that involve 
your company and external partners 
(manufacturers and subcontractors).  
The purpose of CEP is to facilitate the 
exchange of information and knowledge 
between the person responsible for a 
project in your company, referred to 
as the “owner”, and external partners, 
referred to as “participants”, who are 
all involved in a common project, for 
instance planning a new plant.

Folders Management – In configuration 
management, you collect the objects 
that are to be made available to the 
participants in a CEP process.  As 
the owner of a process, you place all 
the objects (for instance materials, 
and documents) that are relevant to a 
particular.

Notification of Participants – You 
must notify every participant in the 
CEP process by e-mail that a folder is 
available to be downloaded.  This e-mail 
automatically contains a link to the 
Internet server where the participants 
can access the data.

External Processing by Participants 
– The owner of the CEP process has 
provided you with one or more folders 
for processing, and informed you by 
e-mail.  After you have logged on to 
the Internet server for the SAP system, 
as a participant in the CEP process 
you can now download the available 
folder objects (such as documents and 
materials) to your local PC.  You can 

edit these objects locally and offline, 
and then return them to the owner.

Monitoring – As owner of a CEP 
process you can check up at any time 
in the SAP system on the current state 
of your folders or returned successor 
folders.  In Monitoring you have an 
overview of all the folders that you have 
created or published.  You can also use 
filter functions to display other owners’ 
folders.

Documents – Complex projects require 
comprehensive documentation and 
the provision of technical documents.  
The Project System uses, for example, 
the high-performance SAP document 
management so that you can access 
the various project-related documents 
that are not created in the SAP system.  
Examples include CAD drawings and 
contracts.
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Revenue / Earnings

CPR and Valuation of Semi-Finished 
Constructions – This component 
supports Project Risk Management for 
Contractors.  Using the Construction 
Progress Report and Remaining Plan, 
you report values for work completed 
at certain points in the project.  You 
can also update contract values and 
plan the remaining costs and revenues 
(remaining plan).  Based on the 
Construction Progress Report and 
Remaining Plan, you can calculate 
assets and reserves for potential 
loss for the balance sheet display 
with the Valuation of Semi-Finished 
Constructions.

Payments – Business transactions 
carried out during the project run result 
in costs affecting expenditures and 
revenues in the project, along with 
payments in and out.  You must plan 
and monitor payments so that you can 
identify when payments occur as part 
of project processing.  This is the only 
way to ensure that the required cash is 
available when needed and ensure the 
best possible payment flow.  

Project Cash Management – Project 
Cash Management valuates the 
formation of capital on a project basis 
and enables you to monitor the cash 
flows in your project.  Project Cash 
Management enables you to look 
at project-related payment flows by 
supplying information on the timing of 
payments into and out of your project.  
It also plans and monitors the payment 
flow from the project point of view.  
Project Cash Management thus differs 
from Cash Budget Management and 
Cash Management in Treasury (TR), 
which monitor the payment flow for the 
whole business.

Confirmation – Confirmations 
document the state of processing for 
activities and activity elements in a 
network, and can be used to forecast 

Project Simulations

Evaluating Simulation Versions – 
SAP PS provides a large number of 
reports that you can use to evaluate 
simulation versions.

Versions – A project version shows the 
state of the project at a certain point 
in time or at a certain status.  Project 
versions are the basis for statistical 
evaluations, for example, in earned 
value analysis the state of the project 
in the past can be used for comparison 
purposes.

Profile for Project Versions – In the 
version profile, you specify the objects 
to be included in a project version, (for 
example, WBS elements, activities, 
production resources/tools, or costs) 
and when the project version should 
be created.  In the version profile, you 
can enter as many user and/or system 
statuses as you want for creating a 
project version.

Project Versions Keys – The name of 
a project version, or its “key”, depends 
upon how the project version is created:

- Status-dependent project version:  
You define the key for each status, 
which means that the key is identical 
for all project versions triggered by the 
same status.

- Time-dependent project version:  The 
key you assign to each project version 
must be unique.  You cannot change 
this key.

Version Groups – When you create 
a project version in SAP PS, you must 
assign it to a version group.  You can 
combine the various project versions 
by assigning them to the same version 
group.

Project Versions in the Information 
System – SAP PS allows you to create, 
display and analyse different project 
versions.
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progress in the future.  Precise 
confirmations are very important for 
realistic and accurate project planning.

Confirmation Directly in the Project 
System – You can use this function 
to make confirmations in the Project 
System (PS).

Confirmation via Time Sheets 
(CATS) – The Time Sheet (CATS) is 
a cross application component of the 
SAP system, which employees in your 
company and external companies 
can use by to make confirmations 
for networks and to copy them to the 
Project System(PS).  Alternatively 
confirmations can be made centrally in a 
data entry office. 

Decentralised Confirmation using 
Microsoft Access – You can use 
this function to make decentralized 
confirmations using Microsoft ACCESS 
and transfer them to the SAP system.

Confirmation via Intranet (PS-CON) 
– Projects are seldom self-contained 
within the four walls of your company; 
often you have your own employees 
or subcontractors working at customer 
or remote locations.  SAP’s Intranet 
solution allows your employees or 
authorised third parties to confirm 
project data using the Intranet.  The 
people performing the activity want to 
make reports quickly and easily, while 
the project manager is interested in 
staying on top of the activities in his 
project.  The more quicker confirmations 
are made, the sooner the project 
manager can see if there are problems 
requiring action.

Confirmation in External Systems 
(PDC) – Plant Data Collection is a 
cross-application function, which 
enables you to confirm networks in 
external systems and then transfer the 
data via a PDC data transfer to the SAP 
system.
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Project Progress

Project Progress – The Project System 
provides tools for effective project 
monitoring, control, and execution, as 
follows:

- Progress analysis:  Progress analysis 
is the tool you use to determine 
planned and actual project progress 
values, and to compare the two sets 
of data.  This enables you to identify 
cost and schedule variances early 
and take appropriate action.

- Milestone trend analysis:  This is an 
easy-to-use, effective process for 
monitoring your project schedule.  
To this end, the system evaluates 
the milestones relevant to project 
progress at different reporting times.

- Cost forecast:  You can use this 
process to calculate the cost at 
completion (EAC) as well as the 
cost to complete (CTC) expected to 
occur between now and the end of 
the project, based on plan and actual 
values.  This gives you a realistic 
forecast of the costs you can expect 
over the rest of the project, which can 
help you decide whether and how to 
continue a project.

Progress Analysis – Progress analysis 
is the tool you use to determine planned 
and actual project progress values, and 
to compare the two sets of data.

Milestone Trend Analysis (MTA) – 
Milestone trend analysis is a simple 
method for analysing the dates in 
a project and comparing them with 
planned data.  You use it to recognise 
trends and deviations from the planned 
schedule quickly.

Progress Tracking (PS-PRG-TRC) 
– Progress Tracking enables you to 
closely monitor the progress of network 
components in the Project System 
and purchase orders in Materials 
Management, by tracking events that 
you have defined.

Project Information

Project Information System – The 
Project Information System is a flexible, 
comprehensive information system that 
you can use to monitor and control your 
project data.  

Technical Project Reports – The 
Information System for structures allows 
you to monitor and control your projects 
technically.

Commercial Project Reports – Various 
evaluations are available for you to 
use when analysing and monitoring 
commercial data.

Project Summarisation – You can use 
this component to combine a number of 
projects, internal orders, and production 

orders with characteristics in coming, 
thereby achieving more efficient cost 
accounting over them.  This makes for 
clearer cost analysis at higher levels.

Transferring Data to BI – The Project 
Information System always contains the 
most up to date information available on 
your project.  However, you can transfer 
the data for the time in question to the 
Business Information Warehouse (BW), 
where various analysis options are 
available.

Reports on Resources – You can 
use the resource information system to 
analyse the capacity requirements of 
the work centres used in your project.

user to start standard tasks, or workflow 
tasks from the milestone function.

Purchase Order Change (PS) – If, 
during network processing, either an 
external material (non-stock item) or 
an external service (external activity/
service activity) has to be procured, a 
purchase requisition is created.  This 
is processed by the purchaser, who 
creates one or more purchase orders.  
This is noted in the network.  If changes 
occur in the network with regards to the 
ordered materials or services (changed 
quantities or dates), the system 
automatically changes the purchase 
requisition.  However, any purchase 
orders that have already been created 
must be changed manually by the 
responsible purchaser.

Configuration Change Management 
(PS) – A network can be created for 
a configurable product from the sales 
order using assembly processing.  If the 
configuration of the material, which has 
an assembly order involving a network, 
is later changed, a change comparison 
is started for the network.

Other

PS Texts – Texts created and 
managed in the Project System.

Standard Texts – Standard 
texts are texts used frequently, 
but only in internally processed 
activities - for example, for work 
centre-specific descriptions.

Workflow – SAP Business 
Workflow has the technology and 
tools for automated control and 
processing of cross-application 
processes.  You can use workflow 
within the Project System to 
automate and integrate the 
performance of cross-application 
and cross-department processes, 
such as, purchasing, confirmation, 
and configuration changes.

Standard Tasks in the Project 
System – SAP has predefined 
a number of standard workflow 
tasks, such as, Purchase Order 
Change.

User-Defined Standard 
Tasks and Workflow Tasks in 
Milestones – SAP PS enables the 
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Investment Programmes

You can use investment programmes 
as a supplement for any planning for 
individual measures and for budgeting 
in the following areas:

- Planning

- Administration

- Monitoring of a global budget

Investment programmes support the 
annual creation of an investment plan 
and budget if these are to be monitored 
globally.  You can obtain an overview 
of planning and budgeting processes 
in complex enterprise structures for 
all investments and large projects 
of the group, while at the same time 
maintaining strict budgetary control. 

Some of the functionality in SAP IM 
relating to Investments are:

Investment Programme – An 
investment programme represents 
the planned or budgeted costs for the 
capital investments (or other projects) 
of an enterprise or corporate group in 
the form of a hierarchical structure.  You 
can define the hierarchical structure 
in any form that suits your needs.  It is 
not dependent on organisational units 
in the SAP System (such as, business 
areas, plants, and so on).  You could 
structure the hierarchy to agree with the 
organisational plan of your enterprise, or 
you could base the structure on the size 
of the investment measures assigned 
to it.  You can use an investment 
programme to manage all measures 
(orders/projects) that belong to one 
controlling area, when the currency 

Investment Management

SAP IM is a tool designed to enable budget management in 
SAP with the purpose of planning and controlling costs, including 
project appropriation management and budget authorizations. 
Its strongest integration points, besides PS, are with the SAP 
Controlling (CO) and Asset Management (AM) modules. 

While IM was originally developed for the budgeting and high-level 
management of capital investment initiatives, its functionality has 
been extended to allow its use for similar functions. It simply is 
a tool that can perform such functions on top of any kind of PS 
projects.

and fiscal year variant of this controlling 
area agree with those specified in the 
programme definition.

Structure of the Investment 
Programme – The system displays the 
programme structure in maintenance 
transactions in the form of a horizontal 
tree diagram.  You can assign 
investment measures and appropriation 
requests to the investment programme 
positions.

Planning and Budgeting of 
Investment Programmes – The 
most important task of an investment 
programme is to manage planned 
costs and approved budget values for 
a given time period.  Budget values are 
different from plan values in regard to 
how binding they are.  In the planning 
phase, you have to estimate the costs 
for a programme position as exactly as 
possible.  In the approval phase, the 
funds are supplied in the form of the 
budget, which is thereby more binding.  
You can plan costs for an investment 
programme either directly on the 
programme positions, or by rolling up 
planned costs from the measures and 
appropriation requests assigned to the 
measures.

Fiscal Year Change – Investment 
planning in the SAP System is 
intended to be cyclical, based on an 
annual planning process.  You set up 
and budget a separate investment 
programme for each approval year 
(refer to Planning and Budgeting 
of Investment Programmes).  To 

simplify this process, you can copy the 
programme structure of the investment 
programme from the approval year 
being closed.  You also carry forward 
measures and appropriation requests, 
along with budget values and plan 
values.  There are two ways of handling 
the values carried forward to the new 
approval year.  You can either manage 
them separately from the new values, or 
treat them the same as the values in the 
new year.

Authorisations – You can restrict the 
processing of investment programmes, 
including reporting, using authorisation 
objects.

Status Management – The system 
provides status management for 
processing investment measures (WBS 
elements and orders).  Using status 
management, you can define your own 
status settings, in addition to those that 
are predefined in the system (such as, 
created, released, and so on).

Upload and Download of Investment 
Programmes – The system provides 
an upload/download function for 
investment programmes.  You can 
automatically generate the structure of 
an SAP investment programme from 
a sequential file (upload), or create 
a sequential file from an existing 
investment programme (download).)

BAPIs for Investment Programmes 
– Various methods are supplied in 
the business objects for accessing 
investment programmes of the SAP 
System from external systems.
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Measures

The Measures (Order / Projects) 
component enables you to manage the 
accounting and controlling aspects of 
either:

- Measures that your enterprise 
undertakes for the purpose of producing 
long-term fixed assets for its own 
use, and which have to be entered 
in the balance sheet as assets under 
construction;

- Other measures, for which you want to 
plan, collect and oversee costs.

SAP IM has Measures (Orders / Projects) 
functionality:

Definition of Investment Measures – 
Measures are not an object type in their 
own right in the SAP System, meaning 
they do not have their own master record.  
They are represented in the system using 
special master records of one of the 
following:

- Internal orders;

- WBS elements of a project.

Use of Investment Measures – 
Investment measures are used primarily 
for planning and monitoring capital 
investments that are not capitalised 
directly, due to their scope or the large 
percentage of in-house production 
involved.  Investment measures become 
relevant to asset accounting at period end 
or at fiscal year closing.  Therefore they 
have extra functions, in addition to the 
master data and values that are important 
for management accounting on the order 
or project.  These functions include:

- They have the data of an asset under 
construction for showing the capitalised 
portions of the measure in the balance 
sheet.

- The have depreciation terms for 
special depreciation and investment 
support calculations during the under-
construction phase.

- Measures can also be used for projects 
that primarily involve costs, such as 
research and development projects.

Debits on Investment Measures – The 
actual costs on investment measures 
(WBS elements or internal orders) consist 
of Postings in Financial Accounting 
Movement of goods in Materials 
Management.

Settlement of Investment Measures 
– When you settle capital investment 
measures, you generally need to settle the 
costs collected on the investment measure 
to different receivers.  The system carries 
this process out automatically for the 
most part, using control parameters 
and settlement rules you have entered.  
There are two ways of settling investment 
measures:

- Periodic settlement at the close of the 
period;

- Full settlement or partial capitalization 
of the investment measure at its 
completion.

Interest in the Under Construction 
Phase – In certain countries, you are 
required to calculate interest on capital 
invested in an asset under construction, 
either for management accounting 
purposes or due to legal requirements.  
This interest should then be fully or 
partially capitalised on the capital 
investment measure.

Currencies – The SAP Financial 
Accounting (FI) component offers you 
the option of managing up to three 
different currencies in parallel in one 
company code.  You can define three 
local currencies for each company code.  
The Asset Accounting (FI AA) component 
supports the FI currency functions with its 
depreciation areas, in which you define 
the given local currency.  In addition, each 
asset under construction can manage any 
number of additional depreciation areas, in 
which other currencies can be managed.

Currencies in Management Accounting 
– The Controlling (CO) component, on the 
other hand, offers only two currencies:

- Controlling area currency;

- Object currency.

Investment measures are represented 
in the Investment Management (IM) 
component using the CO objects: order or 
WBS element.  Therefore, you can post 
an acquisition to an investment measure 
in at most two currencies (controlling 
area currency and object currency).  
During the periodic settlement to an asset 
under construction, there are only two 
original currencies available.  The system 
translates into any other currencies, which 
are used in Asset Accounting or Financial 
Accounting, at the time of the settlement.

Authorisations – Using authorisation 
objects, you can limit the processing of 
investment measures to certain system 
users.

Legacy Data Transfer – Legacy data 
transfer is the transfer of data from your 
previous system.  In the IM component, 
it is only possible to transfer legacy data 
manually.
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Appropriation Requests

The Appropriation Requests component 
supports the investment process in the 
phase concerned with planning and 
making decisions about investments to be 
implemented.

Definition of Appropriation Request 
– An appropriation request is an idea or 
wish for carrying out a measure (such 
as, an investment or research and 
development), which has to be individually 
assessed and approved by one or more 
positions within an enterprise, primarily 
because of the high costs involved.  Just 
like measures, appropriation requests 
represent concrete plans that are to be 
implemented in an enterprise.

Use of Appropriation Request – 
Appropriation requests are a kind of noted 
item for proposed investments.  They 
have extensive master data, in which 
you can enter information relevant to the 
investment.  In addition, appropriation 
requests assist in investment planning.  
Usually, you create an appropriation 
request in the year prior to the planned 
implementation of the investment.  You 
enter it in the requesting organisational 
unit (such as the cost centre).  In this way, 
you can include the appropriation request 
at an early phase of the creation of the 
annual investment programme.  Using 
various types of financial mathematics, 
you can perform pre investment analysis 
directly on the appropriation request.

Some of the Appropriation Request 
functionality in SAP IM are:

Status Management – Appropriation 
requests are often subject to the following 
types of changes:

Accounting/business-related;

Organisational;

Technical.

Costing & Revenue Planning for 
Appropriation Requests – The plan 
values of the appropriation request form 

the basis for decision about approving it 
as an investment.  The planned costs for 
appropriation requests are available for 
your investment planning for your entire 
enterprise.  The planned costs assist you 
in the pre investment analysis that is part 
of the approval process.  In addition, the 
plan values are the basis for creating an 
investment programme for an enterprise 
or an enterprise area.

Approval Process for Appropriation 
Requests – The Approval of 
Appropriation Requests process is a 
sequential approval process for planned 
investments that take the form of 
appropriation requests.

Replacement by a Measure 
for Implementation – When an 
appropriation request is ultimately 
approved, another system object, 
referred to as a measure, has to be 
created.  The measure is required in 
order for you to continue to manage 
the investment in the system.  You can 
create a measure for an appropriation 
request directly from master data 
maintenance for the appropriation 
request.

Authorisations – You can restrict the 
processing of appropriation requests, 
including reporting, using authorization 
objects.

Archiving of Appropriation Requests – 
The Appropriation Requests component 
is linked to archive management.  
Archiving removes mass data from 
the database.  This data is no longer 
needed by the system, but should be 
retained and be available for reports.

BAPIs for Appropriation Requests 
– Various methods are supplied in 
the business object for accessing 
appropriation requests of the SAP 
system from external systems.
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“With the ever increasing scarcity of resources and 
the mounting pressure on business to continually 
improve delivery, project portfolio management 
(PPM) enables us to ensure the optimum allocation 
of resources to projects to maximise returns.” 

    D.W. Wright 
    General Manager, Corporate Planning 
    May 2010

Behind every Engen Petroleum forecourt in South and sub 
Saharan Africa, lies a business planning process which must 
select which capital projects should be undertaken to provide 
the facilities on offer; and develop the supply chain, distribution 
network and manufacturing to support this.

With finite capital available Engen 
needed to select those capital 
investments which are most in line 
with its strategic objectives.  The 
complexity in doing this lies in the 
large number of capital projects which 
are put forward for funding.  These 
projects range from small-scale capital 
investments to maintain its facilities 
or supply chain through to large 
and complex engineering projects.  
Requirements arise from all the major 
centres in South Africa where Engen 
has its headquarters, through to the 
many countries in Africa in which it 
operates, including Botswana, Burundi, 
Democratic Republic of Congo, 
Gabon, Ghana, Guinea-Bissau, Kenya, 
Mozambique, Namibia, Rwanda, 
SEP Burundi, Tanzania, Uganda and 
Zimbabwe.

The challenge is not only in selecting 
the right projects.  Engen must 
ensure it remains agile with its capital 

investments, responding efficiently 
and effectively to strategy changes, by 
changing its mix of projects, should this 
be required; and ensuring that once 
selected, capital projects are tracked 
and the intended benefits derived. 

This led to the introduction of the 
Project Portfolio Management (PPM) 
programme at Engen.  Project 
Portfolio Management can deliver a 
positive impact to an organisation, 
providing senior management with 
reliable information to assist in the 
decision making process and enabling 
operational transparency thereby 
empowering management to respond 
effectively and efficiently to rapidly 
changing circumstances.

It aligns projects with corporate strategy, 
assisting organisations with prioritising 
their projects, and through this enabling 
the effective allocation of resources with 
the result evidenced in improved project 
delivery.

Case Study
ENGEN

SAP PPM 
Implementation
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Implementation

A number of business objectives were 
identified as part of the programme, 
including:

enabling the effective allocation of 
capital to projects in order to maximise 
value and return to shareholders

enabling the alignment of projects 
with corporate objectives to ensure 
the corporate strategy was being 
‘operationalised’ via projects

enabling the monitoring of project 
progress, thereby tracking progress 
towards Engen’s 2016 vision, allowing 
Engen to adjust investment plans 
where necessary

These high-level objectives were 
translated into key success criteria 
which included:

aligning divisional capital plans with 
corporate strategy

creating a more realistic and achievable 
capital plan

prioritising projects aligned with 
strategy

reducing the yearly carryover of capital 
projects 

increasing operational transparency of 
capital projects

The key deliverables that enable the 
PPM programme vision included:

The creation of an enterprise-wide 
project portfolio management 
framework, processes and supporting 
systems so that consistent standards 
are applied in the planning and 
execution of projects.

An integrated system to record 
and track progress on capital and 
operational expenditure projects and 
support resource planning at divisional 
level.

An enterprise-wide view of capital 
investment projects at Engen to 
improve measurement against strategic 
objectives.

After a thorough 
investigation of the 
technology available and 
of supporting business 
practices, Engen’s PPM 
implementation started 
in November 2007 
with the formation of 
a programme team to 
introduce this business 
discipline company wide.

It therefore covered the entire project spectrum, from selecting the most suitable 
projects proposed during Portfolio Planning phase, through to tracking progress on 
the projects during the Project Execution phase.

The programme integrated and 
embedded a number of SAP modules 
into the PPM processes, including:  
SAP Investment Management, SAP 
Project Systems, SAP Resource and 
Portfolio Management, SAP Materials 
Management, SAP Controlling, 
SAP Business Intelligence and SAP 
Enterprise Portal. 

Portfolio Planning Phase

Portfolio Execution Phase

BI
 7

.0

SAP Enterprise Portal 7.0

RPM 4.5      cProjects 4.5

ERP 6.0 
(IS-Oil, PS, FI, CO, MM, ...)

ERP 6.0 
(HR, CATS)

Business 
Planning & 

Consolidation 
(BPC)
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Business Context

The portfolio concepts were 
underpinned by SAP RPM, the key 
system at the core of this programme.  
Not only is Project Portfolio 
Management, as a discipline, fairly 
new to many organisations, SAP RPM 
is a fairly new and innovative product 
to the marketplace.  Engen therefore 
participated actively in SAP’s own drive 
for quality by participating as part of an 
xRPM 4.5 ramp-up project.  

The remaining company divisions were 
then rolled out in parallel, enabling a 
rapid implementation which resulted 
in initial benefits being realised 
sooner.  The high-level and detailed 
business blueprints were captured 
using business process improvement 
standards.  Because the blueprints for 
subsequent divisional implementations 
were based on a standard framework 
they were simply adjusted to fit each 
division rather than being recreated.  
This provided for a significant amount of 

As Engen’s EPIC 2016 vision drove 
it to expand into environments which 
are more complex, it required a multi-
dimensional view of the information 
available across its business to 
facilitate a ‘portfolio approach’ to its 
capital investments in order to align 
spend with strategy.  Engen had formal 

The programme scope encompassed 
the entire organisation (Refinery, 
International Business, Sales & 
Marketing, Logistics, Corporate 
(including Building Services), 
Information Services and Health & 
Safety) and integrated with the business 
planning cycle. 

reuse and cost savings due to blueprints 
being developed faster.  The use of 
ARIS also enabled the project team to 
leverage standard ARIS extracts for the 
creation of training material and process 
documentation from the documented 
processes. 

Bringing down the software-to-services 
ratio was a key focus during the 
implementation, particularly when 
the implementation coincided with a 
global recession, bringing with it more 
competition for project resources and an 

Project Offices in manufacturing, sales 
& marketing and IS and used project 
principles in some of the other divisions.  

The PPM system Engen adopted 
uses a number of integrated systems 
to facilitate the identification and 
prioritisation of projects according to 

In order to drive down the 
implementation costs a phased rollout 
strategy was agreed.  This enabled a 
pilot to be completed shortly after the 
high-level business process blueprint 
was defined.  The pilot took place in the 
manufacturing division, the Refinery, 
which executes a large number of 
capital projects. 

increased focus on cost management.  
Any focus on reducing costs was 
accompanied by a thorough analysis 
of any consequent risks so that driving 
down the software-to-services ratio did 
not compromise the overall quality of 
the programme.

Although the PPM programme spanned 
a number of key systems, it is key to 
acknowledge that it serves as a classic 
example of wide-spread organisational 
change driven and supported by these 
business systems.

funding and investment strategies.  
This ‘portfolio approach’ relies on a 
consolidated view of data from the 
various satellite project offices and 
provides not only a corporate view, but 
allows individual divisions to drill down 
to view their own projects, resources 
and investments. 

ENGEN Enterprise 
Portfolio

Divisional 
Portfolio

Refinery International 
Business

Sales & 
Marketing Logistics Corporate

Divisional 
Portfolio

Divisional 
Portfolio

Divisional 
Portfolio

Divisional 
Portfolio

Pilot Subsequent Implementations
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Benefits / Impact

Business and project management

Project Portfolio Management plays 
a significant role in allowing Engen to 
select the right projects and track their 
progress.  This extends across its entire 
supply chain and distribution network, 
across South Africa and sub Saharan 
Africa, through to customers which 
include the petrol forecourts which are 
perhaps more visible to the consumer.

The PPM system provides a ‘single 
source of the truth’ to multiple 

The PPM programme provided 
challenges on both the technical and user 
front.  On the technical front the solution 
embraced new technology which: 

Enabled flexibility in definition/ structure 
of reports

Provided visible audit trail on project 
information

A greater challenge was the people 
aspect.  PPM relies on good quality data.  
However, motivating users to provide that 
data is often dependent on them having 

Project Portfolio management has 
introduced greater control and visibility 
in a format which, in a very short time, 
has resulted in:

significant shifts in planned spend 
patterns aligned with strategy

shifts in project scheduling resulting in 
a more achievable project portfolio

tremendous savings due to increased 
visibility of project spend

increase in governance by keeping an 
audit trail of project snapshots

expediting of capitalisation process on 
the closure of projects

It is not only the visibility of information, 
but the form in which it has been 
presented that is of significance.  

At a strategy level PPM has made a 
significant contribution to the business 
planning process, improving Engen’s 
decision making around prioritising 
projects according to its funding and 
investment strategies.  At a more tactical 
level it is PPM which allows Engen to 
monitor progress on its capital project 
portfolio and track its progress towards 
its EPIC 2016 vision.

audiences, databases which consolidate 
information from various satellite project 
offices to provide not only a corporate 
view, but to allow individual divisions 
to drill down to view their own projects, 
resources and investments.  

With the implementation of standardised 
PPM definitions, categorisation and 
data structures across the business, 
PPM has provided an effective means 
to direct the capital spend of the 

an appreciation of what the output looks 
like.  People value the output more than 
the input!  Creating sufficient pressure 
to get the desired quality and level of 
data input was key.  Visibility of PPM by 
top management provided this pressure, 
and as users started to appreciate the 
value of the output they were more 
driven to provide better quality input.  

In addition this challenge was overcome by:

The people, process and technology 
changes were implemented in an 
integrated manner at the same time 

organisation, facilitating executive 
debates in a structured manner by 
providing visibility of project information. 
The end result provides senior 
management with reliable information, 
operational transparency, and allows 
Engen to respond effectively and 
efficiently to the challenges it faces.

According to the Harvard Business 
Publishing Weekly Hotlist 
(23/11/2009):  

so that the value of the PPM systems 
could demonstrate early.

Standardising the business process 
and system design early on to achieve 
efficiency.

Involving all project team members to 
think continuously about the impact the 
implementation and involving business 
resources in the PPM programme team 
from early on.  This avoided an ‘us 
versus them’ mentality.

“The simple act of 
placing data in front of 
people changes their 
behaviour. Data makes 
people smarter and 
inspires them to make 
small changes to save 
money and energy. “

Ultimately continuous, open communication between all team members (with the business as a key stakeholder) ensured  
a shared vision directed at overcoming any technology or user challenges!
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With the increasing scarcity of resources 
in both capital and technical skills, and the 
mounting pressure to continually improve 
delivery, organisations are turning to project 
portfolio management (PPM) to improve the 
effective and efficient delivery of capital 
project portfolios.

The City of Cape Town is faced with an environment that is 
becoming more complex and interdependent because of the 
increase in projects. Discussions and workshops across the 
organisation previously identified a broad requirement in 
relation to project portfolio management (PPM) processes and 
practices to improve the planning, selection and execution of 
capital projects thus improving capital expenditure.

Project portfolio management 
enables the alignment of projects with 
organisational strategy, thus enabling 
the effective allocation of resources to 
projects and thereby improving delivery. 
Project portfolio management (PPM) is 
an important discipline which can deliver 
positive impact to an organisation, 
providing senior management with 
reliable information to support decision-
making processes and enabling 
operational transparency of projects.

The internal PPM project is an 
innovative first in local government 
in South Africa. Using the SAP PPM 
function, it entails a holistic multi-
disciplinary approach to the design, 
implementation and support of capital 
projects from a people, process and 
technology perspective.

In late 2012 a specific ‘discovery phase’ 
was initiated to explore and understand 
how PPM could help the City achieve 
its objectives. The discovery phase 
entailed a number of interactions with 
key stakeholders including the Mayoral 
Committee, the Executive Management 
Team, and managers from Finance, 
Human Resources, Information Systems 
& Technology and other departments. 
This included a high-level analysis of 
current processes, introductory sessions 
to PPM theory, and the development of 
conceptual models to outline possible 
changes and actions from a solution 
(process and technology) design 
perspective. The phase also took 
into consideration the current project 
management policy framework, key 
business drivers, and problems and 
opportunities.

Case Study
City of Cape Town

Enabling the effective 
allocation of resources 
to projects and thereby 
improving delivery
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Based on the discovery phase, a 
business project to implement PPM was 
initiated. This includes:

the creation of an organisation-wide 
PPM framework, processes and 
supporting systems so that consistent 
standards are applied in the planning 
and execution of projects;

an integrated system to enable 
longer-term multi-year planning (5+ 
years) of capital projects; and

an organisation-wide view of capital 
projects aligned to strategy and 
objectives.

The vision is to successfully implement 
standard PPM practices, processes and 
supporting technology within the City in 
order to achieve the following:

enable better up-front planning and 
screening of capital projects to ensure 
that the most feasible and

implementable projects are submitted 
for funding in the budget cycle

shift the focus from ‘budgeting’ to 
planning capital projects over a longer 
term

support the alignment of projects with 
strategy and objectives

improve the successful delivery and 
tracking of capital projects

improve up-front capital planning and 
delivery

Design-led thinking is a 
collaborative and user- 
centric process through 
which challenges 
are identified and 
creatively addressed 
to deliver innovative 
and relevant solutions. 
With the responsi-
bilities placed on a 
city administration, 
the core driver for 
embracing design-led 
thinking is the 
improvement of 
the quality of life of 
citizens, the ethos 
that underpins the 
World Design Capital 
programme.

Integrated Development Plan Linkages

How has design been used

WELL-RUN CITY: The project aims to confirm that all projects are better defined up front, 
and that all aspects and challenges relating to the delivery of the projects are identified 
and addressed to ensure their successful execution once included in the budget.

Of the key tools which support design-led thinking in project 
conception, creation and implementation, the following are 
fundamental to the success of this project:

+ DREAM TEAM: A multi-disciplinary team from various 
backgrounds such as project management, engineering, 
finance, information technology and human resources was 
established. A collective of challenges and solutions was 
identified, and individual members took ownership of respective 
initia- tives and the realisation of those.

+ CONSULTATION/COMMUNICATION:The team listened 
to the challenges faced by implementers and ensured that 
solutions addressed these, and that stakeholders were able to 
view their issues and acknowledge that their concerns had been 
considered through feedback. This approach ensured buy-in.

+ EVOLUTIONARY APPROACH: An agreement was reached 
on the respective interventions to address the solutions. 
Multi-disciplinary inputs were established during the solution, 
development and planning of the project, and short, medium and 
long-term objectives and interventions were identified.

+ INNOVATION CHAMPS: The corporate vision and approach 
was applied; no silo thinking and a focus on solid collaboration. 
The multi-disciplinary team consists of members from various 
backgrounds such as project management, engineering, 
finance, information technology and human resources, and 
part- nerships were established in the development and 
implementation of solutions.

You can read this case study on the City of Cape Town’s 
website by scanning with this QR code.



Vaughan Cooksey

Vaughan, who is currently pursuing a 
PhD in Project Portfolio Management, 
has spent over fifteen years within 
the Private and Public sectors 
working as a Project and Programme 
manager, managing various initiatives 
across the UK and South Africa. 
Vaughan holds several professional 
project management qualifications 
from various associations including 
Prince 2 practitioner from the Office of 
Government Commerce UK, Project 
Management Professional (PMP) from 
the Project management institute USA 
and an MSc in Project management 
from the University of Aberdeen in the 
United Kingdom.

More recently Vaughan was responsible 
for designing and leading the enterprise 
wide implementation of project portfolio 
management for all capital projects 
across multiple clients.  Working with 
the senior executives and all levels of 
management, Vaughan facilitates the 
definition of enterprise wide project 
portfolio management frameworks.  
The frameworks focused on ensuring 
alignment of all capital projects with the 
organisations vision and the execution 
of the strategy via project portfolio 
management.  Key deliverables typically 
included:

Consultant Profiles 
Vaughan Cooksey

Vaughan has been a 
key note speaker at a 
number of national and 
international events 
relating to project 
portfolio management.

The creation of an enterprise-wide project portfolio management framework, 
processes, organisational structures and supporting systems so that consistent 
standards are applied in the planning and execution of capital projects.  

An integrated system to record and track progress on capital and operational 
expenditure projects and support resource capacity planning at divisional level.

An enterprise-wide view of capital investment projects to improve measurement 
against strategic objectives.

Organisational wide change management to enable project portfolio management.

Key engagements

City of Cape Town (Public Sector) – Enterprise wide Project Portfolio Management 

MMG (Mining) – Enterprise wide Project Portfolio Management

Engen (Oil & Gas) - Enterprise wide Project Portfolio Management

Awards

ITWeb Business 
intelligence award – Gold

SAP African Quality 
award – Gold

SAP Europe, Middle east & 
African quality award - Silver



Mario Danieli

Mario has over 27 years experience 
designing, implementing, and 
managing integrated business 
solutions. He has previously held 
positions at one of the Big-5 consulting 
companies, as well as a SAP 
consultancy in the USA. 

Mario has 20 years of SAP experience 
on over 20 projects, ranging from 
application development, application 
configuration, integration management, 
as well as project management. The 
past ten years have been as a Project 
Manager, managing SAP projects for 
various clients in South Africa.

Mario holds a BCom Info Systems 
Degree from the University of 
Witwatersrand. His certification include 
a Project Management Professional 

(PMP) from the Project Management 
institute (PMI) USA, as well as SAP 
PPM.

More recently Mario performed 
Technology Project Management and 
Integration Management roles on 
the enterprise wide implementation 
of project portfolio management for 
all capital projects across Engen 
Petroleum limited. Working with the 
various programme streams, as well 
as business stakeholders, he ensured 
that the technology solution supported 
the portfolio management framework, 
and enabled the portfolio management 
processes.

This enablement included the design of 
an award winning Business Intelligence 
solution.

Consultant Profiles 
Mario Danieli

City of Cape Town: 

SAP PPM Architect and Integration Manager: PPM Programme: Implementation 
of Enterprise wide Project Portfolio Management 

MMG: 

SAP PPM Architect: PPM Programme: Implementation of Enterprise wide Project 
Portfolio Management 

Engen Petroleum Limited: 

SAP PPM Architect and Integration Manager: PPM Programme: Implementation 
of Enterprise wide Project Portfolio Management  
Project Manager: Technical reimplementation of SAP CRM 3.0 to CRM 2005 
Programme Manager: Technical upgrades of SAP landscapes (ERP, BI, HR, 
Portal)

Intelligroup, Inc., NJ, USA:

Block Drug Company, Inc., NJ, USA - Project Manager for full SAP ERP 
implementation 
The Wella Corporation, NJ, USA - Project Manager for full SAP ERP 
implementation 
FMC Corporation, PA, USA - Lead SAP CO Consultant for full SAP ERP 
implementation 
Brother International, NJ, USA - Lead SAP CO Consultant for full SAP ERP 
implementation

Deloitte & Touche, Johannesburg, South Africa: 

Alusaf - Lead SAP CO Consultant for full SAP ERP implementation 
Spoornet - Lead SAP CO Consultant for product costing and profitability analysis

Mario has been a key 
note speaker at a 
number of national 
and international SAP 
events relating to ERP 
and project portfolio 
management.



Paul Denne

Paul has spent the last twelve years 
working as a Senior Analyst and Project 
Manager, managing various initiatives 
across numerous spheres of business in 
both the Private and Public sectors. 

Paul holds a BA Degree majoring 
in Business Management from 
Stellenbosch University and a Certificate 
in Project Management from Cape 
Technicon. 

More recently Paul has been 
responsible for leading the Business 
Process Stream portion of enterprise 
wide implementations of project portfolio 
management for capital projects across 
Engen Petroleum limited, Minmetals 
Group (MMG) and the City of Cape 

Town.  Working at various levels within 
the business, Paul helped facilitate the 
definition of enterprise wide project 
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